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Peaks Island
Community Garden
SlowtoGrow
Justin Palmer hosted a
gathering April 13 at Peaks
Cafe to rally wpport far the
community garden project.
Whether the JO people who
showed up are mough to merit
cityjimding remains to be sw1.
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Waterfront Plans
go to the Public
Drawitm"Board

More lba11 JOO peopl,
spmt four hours at th,
Ocean Gateway terminal on
1Jril 11 brainstorming ideas
Jqr redeveloping the Maine
State Pier.
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The Secret Lobster
Counton Peaks
Island
Stew and Lynne Richard head
to t/Je shore to count /oostmfor tbe
Mai11e Lobster Cooseroanry in an
effert to protttlfiwerie.l in the Gulf
efMaine.
Backpage
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Art Roamings
ArtEtlitorjamie flogantra11ca
from Portlandto PtJrfmlouth in
a mnt<WefsJxn.ru Ir; thrtt iJ/and
artists.
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Grassroots activity swells in the wake
of price hikes and budget cuts
A call for action as the city plans to cut the SOK fund in half and
a citizens petition on Peaks Island to the PUC against CBITD rate hikes.
BYKEVlNAlTRA

O n April 26, Peaks Island
Council member M ike Langella
sent out a mass emailing calling
on residents to u rge ihe City
Council to reject tlie proposed
cut in what is known as the SOK
fund to $25,000, half of what it
has been in the past.
The SOK fund is an amou nt
that has been given at the
discretion of the city manager
to the PIC for the past two
years to be used fo r pa rking
and tra~sportation needs of the
islands. Many island councilors
have said that the usual amount
ofSS0,000 is alreadyinsufficient
to address any significant
problem: it has just been enough
to repair gaps in the provision of
student boat passes, and to fund
a S25 annual voucher for island
residents towards the purchase
of ferry tickets. This year that
amount was reduced to $20 for
residents of Peaks Island.
"T he vouche r program
a11d student passes will be in
j eopardy if tliis recommended
cut is accepted by the Portland
City Council," said Langella in
his email.
He also noted that other
budget cuts recommended by
the city manager wou ld reduce
police coverage on the island,
and wrote that two police
officers should be on duty
during al l three sh ifts in order
to proyjde adequate coverage in
the event ofan emergency.
Last year a medical emergency
occurred when only one oTficer
was on duty, and resu Ired in
two untrained c ivilians who

Cumulative increases of the cost-of-living index
(CPI)with Casco Bay Line ticket prices (CBITD)
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iinagt by Howard Ptdlikin
happened ro be at the scene
assisting in the rescue . One
ended up driving the ambulance
to the emergency boat so that
the officer could adm inister
first aid. The incident caused a
small uproar on the island, and
led ro the PIC d rafting several
resolutions ro the city req11esring
increased coverage.
"Since last fall there have been
at least fifty instances when only
one Portland police officer has
been on duty on Peaks Island,"
wrote Langella.
A representative from rhc City
Manager's Office said "This is
an ex1remely difficult budget
year. Residents and city staff
alike have been asked to make
sacrifices to ensure a reasonable
budget."
T ile City Mana~er has asked
all eight of the ctty's contrai:r
unions to agree to a wage
freeze, and tlic matoriry have
apparently done so. We re sti ll
in negotiations with Public

Safety," said the spokesperson.
The mana~cr's office said its
goal is to maintain the existing
services and current workforce
without increasi ng the tax
burden for the city's residents.
Another movement got
st:11rted two months ago wlien
Casco Bay Lines raised ticket
prices to meet the requirements
of its new bud_g_ct for
2009- 2010. Howard-Pedlikin
initiated a drive to collect
signat ures on a petition
opposi ng the fare increase.
After getting more than 300
peoJ)le to sign, he i:,resented it to
the CBITD boar<l of directors
at t he Executive Committee
March 26, but it did not sway
the majority of the board, and
the rare hike was approved.
I mmediately afterward,
Pedlikin circulated a second
petition recommending t hat
the Maine Public Utilit ies
Commission inves tigate t he
rate increase on the grounds

that it was neither fair nor
justified, and also charged that
C BJTD may not be operating
efficiently nor utilizing sound
management practices.
"Fares have gone up in the last
five years 42 percent," Ped Ii kin
said, "while the cost-of-living
index has on ly gone up by
21 percent" (see chart at left). H e
alleged that the C BIT D 's own
charter or strategic plan - he
said he's not sure which because
the company won't release the
information · requires that fare
increases follow the cost-of·
living index, and said this latest
rare hike violates that policy.
The petition also listed
examples of past discrepancies
in CBTTO financial records,
and made other claims alleging
poor business ptactices,
miscommunication and lack of
transparency with the public.
The second petition received
280 signatures. Pedlik.in and
a group of concerned citizens
informed the CBITD board
of thei r intent to file with the
PUC at a committee meeting on
A pril 23, and the board
n:p_ortcdly made no comment.
The petition was sent to
August a that day, and the
PUC acknowledged its receipt
April 27. The Commission said
it will decide what if any action
it will take by .May 8, according
to Pedlikin, which he said could
be anything from rejecting the
case outright to conducting a
full-scale investigation.
"We're anxiously awaiting the
8th ofMay," he said.

our plans.• Jesse Holden, a teacher at the
Peaks Island school, said she was excited
about the visioning that D r. Morse will
do. He plans to hold conferences w ith
members of the sch ool committee, staff
and teachers to brainstorm ideas and
establish consensus on what the d istrict
BYKEVINATTRA
Longbla,ulgrem artistMaggie
needs, "which is a great idea," she said.
e:<hibih work mstmbledfrom
New district S uperintendent J ames "It's a g reat city for aoing modeling."
found obj«n andlx,mm1adepaper
Dr. M orse said one of his strengths
Morse visited the Cliff Island and Peaks
withgl,umatkfrom rainwater.
Island schools Friday, April 10, to meet is the ability to establish a vision a nd
staff and parents in the commu nities. create a strategic plan from that vision.
PagdJ
"I t h ink everybody was predicting that He said he's hacf tremendous success
Portland would hire somebody from at Messalonskee in literacy effor ts,
away," he said. "It is so much fu n to come tech no logy efforts, and in keeping pace
home. I've never felt so welcomed in my with students interests and t heir desire
to learn, " because often in public schools
Ii fe. It's kind of overwhelming."
For the last 13 years Dr. Morse has . .. we get what we call the level of
Letters
p.6
been sup_crintendent of the Messalonskcc mediocracy [sic], and we don't accelerate
School
District, encomJ)assing Oakland, youngsters well."
YOGA
p. 7
"I've been able to ge t teachers to
Belgrad e, Sidney ancl Rome. "That
Love of Peaks
p.8
understand
that we can teac h multiple
qualifies as a ve ry long time for a
levels
of
abilities
by providing good
superintendent,"
he
said.
It
is
the
second
PIES
p.9
largest school system in Maine with quality staff development, a n d n aving
The Puzzle
p.10
2,500 students (Portland has 6, 80 0), Kids accelerate in the J)rogramming.•
A camerama n fo r local NBC affiliate
Star Gazing
A lthough referrecl to as visioning,
p.11 Channel
according
to Morse.
6 films Dr. Morse as he speaks
Morse's
g oals appeared to be more
"Oh,
I
nave
al
l
kinds
of
plans,"
he
said
Financial Tides
p. 15 wich residents and teachers in the. P eaks
about his new position, "but they're not pragmatic than imagining what- ifs.
Island school auditorium April 10.
Community Notes p.16
staffpl,oto going to be my plans; they're going to be
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WanFu
In Chinese, the name \,Van Fu means
"more than 10,000 good fortunes",
which aptly describes die life of mis ship.
ln her 30 years she has withstood some
very nasty weather, and circumnavigated
the world at least once.
"Knock on wood, she's never made a
wrong move," said owner Dom ZapP._One,
who bought her four years ago from
retired Australian Navy Commander
Charles Falkiner.
The Wan Fu is a 37 ton, steel Chinese
junk designed by naval architect Tom
Colvin, a nil built _by Falkinerand his wife
in Melbourne, Australia at a shipyard
they apparently created just for that
purpose. They gave it to the workmen
once the ship was built in 1978.
She is 54 feet long on deck with a
14 foot beam, carries6UO gallons ofwater
and 600 ga!lons of fuel in Tour tanks, and
can sleep 12 people comfonably,
In preparation for a tril?_ to Barbados
about ten years ago the Falkiners had
her completely refTtted with new inlaycd
teak decl<lng, new rigging, new sails, a
new Isuzu 150 HP diesel motor, and of
course a new drive shaft, i;;arh<>x, and
electric generator as well. The whole
thing is new;' said Dom.
\Nhcn Dom remarried in the fall
of 2004, he decided his bride and her
children would prefer a larger boat

than the one he owned at the time, and
came across the \Van Fu in an internet
search. (Falkiner's wife had died a few
years earlier, and he no longer wanted
the boat). Out of curiosity more than
anything else, he said he contac ted
Falkiner in Norfolk, and arranged to
see it. "I've never owned a Chinesejunk.
Never even sailed one," he said, but
thought it might be interesting.
"I'm a traditional Maine boat boy."
Dom has been a boat builder all his
life, though he would rather repair boats
than build new ones. "My preference
would be steel and wood. I've y,robably
done a half a dozen steel boats. 've done
.a couple for Tom Colvin, the architect.
He's enamored with the world of China."
He said that the way the aft deck
sweeps up in a characteristic Chinese
junk 1s not for looks. "That's part of the
design of the boat. Ifynu cut that off, she
may not lay into the wind. That's like a
weathen,ane."

The Wa n Fu has weathered three
major storms that Dom knows of, all of
near-hurricane force. The tirst occurred
on her maiden voyage one week out of
Melbourne, witli 62-foot seas. "The
masts arc 64 feet, the seas were 62 feet,"
he said.
The second was some months later
off the west coast of Africa when the
Falkiners were on their way to
resettle in Norfolk, Virginia. A
sudden storm arose, Falkiner
told him, that transformed
a perfect day into a howli ng
ga1e in less than half an hour
with winds of up to 100 mph.
Falkiner reportedly said that
when an Australian Navy ship
called to see how ther were
faring_ he told them, Quite
well. You know, we just go up
one wave and down tfic otlicr."
Dom and his family
sometimes sail in the Wan Fu
to the Caribbean or Venezuela,
but generally stay in this part of
the Atlantic. "I'm hap,PY to stay
in Casco Bay," he said. "It's the
weather I like. It's the sailing I
like."
"I've become fascinated with
Chinese heritage, the culture of
China, just by owning the boat1
which lias been fun for me," saia
Dom.
He has two children, Sean 8
and Serena 12. "] think it would
he great to take the children and
spend eightbten months, and
Oom Zappone in the cabin of the Wan Fu. Behind live China," y which he means
him is a theater mask once worn Chinese royal total immersion in the culture.
guardstowardoff~ncmiesandevi.
"I mean, if you want to go over
staffphoto there and eat hamburgers you
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might as well stay here."
As testimony to the sea-worthiness of
theju nk, he said the naruraliss, author
and boat bu ilder, Gilbert ~ lingcl,
once wrote that during a storm in the
South Pacific his ship came along side a
Chinese junk. "Now, thev're in the Soulh
China sea on this Navy sbip," said Dom.
"They look over the side and there's a
Chinese family in the same storm having
dinner on a hibachi on the deck."
The Wan Fu weathered its third major
storm when Dom first brou~t her back
from Norfolk in late November, 2004.
Weather reports from two different
sources predicted that he would have
three lousy days, but the fourth day
would be horrendous.
Trouble started quickly when fuel
filters clogged uewitb al~e. "This is not
good," he said. We don't have a lot of
wind. We pretty much need the engine
to get this trip going."
As seas began to build, he and
another crewma n took turn s every
90 minutes crawling into the tiny engine
compartment in tlie bottom of the foat
cluttered with mach inery, pipes and
electric lines, to change the filters. T hey
soon ran out of fresfi ones and had to
rinse the spent filters in a bucket with
clean fuel so they could reuse them. "You
actua lly can use the engine to clean the
fuel; he said, describing it as akin to back
flus_hing ~ pool filter. •we had it down to

thar waves broke 30 feet across the deck,
"They say if you put the helm
amidships in a Chinese Junk she'll sit in
the water like a duck,' he said, and that's
what he did. "We came down and we had
a drink sitting here just like we are right
now, and it's ilO knots of wind, 16 to-20
foot sea, a full blown gale. I said, 'Well, I
guess she does what sfie's sup~ to do.'
"ln all, that's how she's always fued."
"I like coming on the boat," be said.
"It's comfortable. l can do my phone calls
and paperwork and all I do - or what I
delude myselfofdoing.
"You can make believe thls is your

office, you know. You don't get anything
done, tiutyou think you do."

.,,

_,r

asc.1encc.

They managed to hold Thanksgiving
dinner on board before the weather
deteriorated badly. "Here it comes," he
thought, "Day three."
During the dav they ran into six or
seven line squalls, and the main sail
evenruallv tore and had to be shortened.
T hat night 40-knot winds and 20-foot
seas hammered them, and then just four
hours out from a safe harbor the fuel
line jammed again, killing the engi ne
for good. The ship was being tossea so
violently they couldn't get into the engine
room to change filters without being
hurt. "I mean, we are rolling," he saicf.
The bow plunged so deep into the water

Oom said the capabilities of the Chinese
j unk were vasrlr improved when they
copied t he hu I design of western
Portuguese ships. ''"For lack of a better
description,"' he$aid, "they rook a we.stern
bottom and put it on a sampan design
from the waterline on up, and that's the

Chinese junk you see here."

staffphoto
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Interest in community

"Part of the goal is to ~et some
consistency into the system, ' he said,
"because my observations - very brief
as they are - is there's a tremendous
lack of consistency in this system
school to school, and in the larger
schools, between grades. That's been
an eye-opener for me."
"I think the Expeditionary
BYKEvlN ATTRA
Learning schools is what we want to
be encouraging," he said. "I think Justin Palmer hosted a gathering
the other schools, their sister schools at Peak's Cafe on Monday evening,
need to learn what's happening." April 13, so folks could demonstrate
Expeditionary Learning is an their sup~rt for a community garden
educational method that combines on Peaks Island. About 10 people
classroom learning with hands-on showed up_ to mix and mingle, munch
experience, and is exemplified by the on snack Tood,_p;ossip, ancf check our
the handouts Palmer had assembled
programs at l(;ng Middle School.
and
of the garden he had
"What's making King hugely tapeddiagrams
to a refrigerator.
successful as an inner-city school is Said Sam Saltonstall "I'm a member
the teacher-to-student connection," of PEAT and PEAT has supported
said Morse. "It isn't really about the idea of a community garden."
Expeditionary Learning, its about He said he came to see fiow the
relationships. The same thing that meteorological tower might be located
makes you effective as parents, makes in relation to the garaen "so that
everyone is happy."
them effective as teachers."
He said it's important to make the lsfand Councilor Lynne Richard
curriculum relevant. "What you have
ro do is capture the kids where they're
ready to learn. My background is arr,
so for me it would have been learning
for images. \/I/hat do we want the
children to achieve?"
That may also be based on his
experience as a high school student,
wlien he dropped out because the
curriculum l,ecame irrelevant. "I
walked into an English class and they
wanted to talk about Shakespeare. I
was not ready to listen, quite honestly,
at that point, to a teacher talk to
me about Shakespeare. I was more
inclined to be on a survival mode at
that point. I just got up and left."
Dr. Morse said t hat as a teacher he
found that children are more t han The Peaks Island Community Garden
willing to push themselves if given logo on a sign board outside the Cafe
halfa chance.
April 13.
Peaks Island Elementary School
stoffphoto
Principal Gwen Smith was excited
about the new superintendent. "I'm
happy to meet someone who wants to said she wanted to see what progress
come in for the next decade, having a had been made since Palmer iniually
proposed the idea to the P JC in
vision in carryin~ that out," she said.
November. "Everyone on the council
She did n't think her school had seemed to think tnat the community
any special issues that Dr. Morse garden was a really good idea," she
should address. "No, it's a gem," she sa,d.
said. "I'm just so happy with what's
However she commented later
happened here in the past few years. that only a handful of people seemed
We ve worked on aligning our social interested in the proiect. "I mean I
services and science curriculum to only saw a few .People here. I only
the Millennium Advisement and heard of a few pfots being done~ Jjke
10, which is kind ofsmaU.
Learning Results. So we are moving maybe
She conceded that, "proportionally1
full steam ahead."
that's Peaks Island size, so I woula
Recently, programs like "No Child certainly en~ourage the city to accept
Left Behind" have come under ft re for usaswcare.
politicizing the ·educational process Palmer said he hoped the PlC would
by rying_school funds to student test formally recognize the community
scores. This has led some teachers to gar~en ~nd request the city's support,
make up test results in order to keee which 1s a necessary next step in
their jobs, and in many cases real getting it started. "You know, the city
learning has act ually declined. The 1s ready to work on this;' he said, "but
t hey need t he Peaks Island Council's
latest of t hese pwgrams focuses on endorsement."
imerovin~ test scores in science and The proposed garden consists of
social studies.
a little under half an acre of land
Dr. Morse said he tells his primary currently owned bx the city in the
educators, "don't .worry about science, Tro t t-Lirtlel·ohn Park, with 24
and don't worry about social studies. individual pots of 20 square feet
Our job is about reach ing literacy. each surrounded by deer fencing,
Our job right now is matbematics. and would have a dedicated water
Those two skill sets will take care of supply and auxiliary storage shed
on site. Palmer estimated the cost of
the science and social studies."
construction would range from $5600
"No Child Left Behind, in my to $13,000, depending on whether the
mind, is not a measure of student planting beds are raisoo or in-ground.
growth," he said. "It's a measure of He tliought water could be "brought
political correcmess that Washin~on onto the site by tapRing into supply
has passed. I see [those programsj as lines in the vicin ity of the park, which
could be extended into tlie garden at
benchmarks but not the end result."
Dr. Morse said he plans to visit the little expense; however, he dia not rule
schools on a daily basis. "Number one out the alternative of drilling_ a well,
priorirr.. That's how I get my bane~ which he noted has also been clone for
chargecl. Otherwise l would go nuts.
p/e0,4e;,,e GARDEN, pa9e 5

garden growing
slowly

J

marty braun
fram ing
by appointment 207-766-9726
marty@martybraun.com
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all come from completely different
Rlaces; some from Argentina
Hrazil Germany and Tha ilana1
noticed the same manners ofFrench
sps:aJ;;ing and schooling_ as I had .
VIie more experienced" students
saw ou rselves rn the new ones; they
were us six months earlier, so we
gave them the advice we never had.
T hat weekend I only slept three
hours. T he rest of tbe t ime we
talked, played_guitar, sang and even
had a snowball fight at I:00 in the
morning! lt's a sliame we don't do
weekenils like that more often, but
when we do we have a lot to talk
about.
I've often taken the train to
Clermont, about an hour away, for
AFS reunions. Usually, I'm seared
across from a stranger, which is
fine with me. I write m mxjoumal
and look out t he window. l m sure
I surpri se them when I write in
Eileen Hanley atrhe Eiffel Tower.
English. I bet they're even more
I b K
A
·
surprised when I .9pen my mouth
P ,oto 'Y "'•Y ugu.strnt and speak French. M y friends laugh
at my accent too.
I've learned a huge amount about
language since I've l>een here - not
just the French language - but the
way words work, the wayf,hrases arc
formed. There are a lot o phrases in
English that, when you thinlc about it,
BY EILEEN HANLEY
make absolutely no sense, and yet we
sa.Y._ ~hem and know what they mean.
Dear Islanders,
Why ~owe say "in a car", but .con a
France1 Moulins and Avermes all bus"?What does the p hrase "You'd
say "BonJOur!" We didn't have much better" really even mean when you
snow th,s winter, but I got to go think about it literally?
skiing during a weekend reunion m
Every time I learn a French word, I
February with the exchange students connect it with the memory of when
in my area. I met some new ones 1 first heard it, and that has made me
who'a just arrived from Canada, the remember learning words in English
U.S. and Switzerland, and it was cool that l never thought about before.
to see what they thought of France so I've started remembering where I
far.
learned words like "tabloiil'~ "echo",
W e felt the same about our "sidewalk", "belly-flop", seali ng
differences in culture, even though we wax".

Notes from an
American in Paris

May2009

But in French, where I have trouble
is with o bject names that I don't
have a ny memorx of learni ng in
English, words like "cup", "ta6le",
"floor", or "sweater". What I don't
even think about in English, I have
to reexperience in French, everything
that, for so lon.,e;, I knew by heart.
It's now of!Tcial ly spring, and the
weather's been realfy ruce. f ve started
wearing skirts and sandals and leaving
m1' winter coat at the door.
The school is a much more enjoyable
place too. All the classrooms form
a square around an empty courtyard
in the middle, so once you leave class,
you're outside. \/Ve have breaks every
h our, and everyone finds their friends
in the court to chat with. These arc
nice breaks to have because school
normally ends at around 5:00 or 6:00
o'clock at night.
A Frencli custom I've grown to
really like is going to the local cafcs.
Everr. Friday cvcrung after school my
friencls a nd "1 walk to o ne nearby ana
just hang out. We always see people
we know.
Everyone knows everyone in
M oulins.
T he waiter knows me, and says
that every time I'm there I bring
someth ing to cat. It's really friendly.
I love to JUSt relax after a hard week
with a h ot chocolate, and be with
friends.
I began rehearsal with
singing
teacher at the end of April for a pzz
band concert in Tune. I've had a really
bad sore throat fora while and haven t
been able to sing at all. He wanted me
to pick th.rec song_s from a h uge list he
gave me, but I dian't know very_many
of them so I started with Mf Funny
Valentine, which I k now very well,
just to sh.ow him how I sing.
As soon as I began, I felt a huge
wave of relief. I liadn't sung for so
long that performing in that little

room with only a piano and my
teacher reminded me of what I'd been
misSi!J_g. I felt like a runner who just
got offher crutches.
Althou_gh I'm not sure I'll sing that
song in tlie show it was definitely very
refreshing tlet back in the swing (no
pun intencle ofwhat I love to do.
I celebrat my 17th birthday a few
weeks ago. My Ftost fumily was sweet
and got me a book of ciuotes about
what it means to be a sister. Since it
was April Fool's Day, my host mom
also told me that my mother, who is
coming to sray for a week, had called
to say she'd be delayed for three days.
1 completely fell for it.
I've been documcntin~ a lot of
this trip because 1 don t want to
miss anyth ing. 1 feel like if I go
a week without taking a picture,
I've completely wasted the week.
I document the 1111portant things like
going to jazz ancf nailing that hard
piano solo, going to my host brother's
rugby games to watch him win,
t~achmg my host sister a song on the
piano.
Bur will I regret not documenting
the little, not-so-important thi ngs like
drinking cappuccino in the cafe across
the street from school? watching
the news with my host family every
night after dinner? the bad cafeteria
food? t he t rain rides to and from the
neighboring towns? laughing at the
English reacher's terrible accent with
my friends during break~ the man
bebind the counter at the newspaper
stand who finishes l'!}Y sentence every
time I buy the same fTavor ofgu m?
I try to take pictures of everything
because I don't want to focget a single
minute ofmy time here.
I'm having a great rime, and I'm sad
t hat it's getting to be the end of my
t rip. I'll l et you know mo re about 1t
soon!
A bientot!
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place to have your checking account. And a place to refer a friend. Which will get you
both $50. Switch to Maine Bank & Trust and join the thousands of delighted customers
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who value their relationship and have found a better place to bank.
Visit a b ranch, call 877-888-1747 or go to SwitchToMaine bank.com.
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11:30 p.m. each weekday, and even later
on weekends.
In the early morning hours before
8:00, one op_erations agent has to work
the ticket office and receive freight until
BY CHRIS HOPPIN
additional staff arrives. In the evening,
one _operations ~gent _pro~ides support
Sometimes we citizens of the 21st serV1ce to crews m ma111tam1ng ship-to·
Century adopt new terms that hide, or shore communications and performing
at least understate old situations. One of administrative tasks until the last boat
these is the term "24/7', telling us that departs. The scheduled hours of the
emplovecs work around the clock ever)' six full-time operations agents and one
day o( the year. Emergency personnel part-time ticket/freight agent must be
in public safety such as police officers, carefully arranged to meet the variery
firefighters and medical professionals are of needs over die seven-day workweek.
wcll K!lown workers of the 24/7 shift.
ln the summer, seasonal workers must
However, some 24/7jobs are much be hited and trained to help meet the
less obvious like airline flight crews, bus district's signiftcant'r higher volume of
drivers and maritime ferry crews.
ticket, freight and vehicle business.
Although most Casco Bay islanders are

Lines&om
Casco Bay Lines
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GARJJEN.from P"9•3
other Portland commu nity gardens.
Although the event was l ightly
attended, several people thought
community interest would grow once
the garden got started. "I tltink once
it develops and people see th , ngs
growing, the fever's _going to eaten,"
said rcsiclcnt Cail Kerry.
According to Councilor Richard,
"It would 6e too bad if peoP,le lose
interest. There's this son of oelicate
balance that we always have to do
between somethi t!)t tf1ar is enticing
because it's successfiil, and big enougli
robe inclusive. It's tough.
"I just think that seeing lush
lettuce and beets and sunflowers and
tomatoes _growing would be rea!ly
attractive. PeoP.le would go Wow! We
could do that 'you know. Whereas,
seeing plots of dirt, brow!¼ not doing
an)'.tfiing, P,eople will go ' vh, it's kina
ofi:lesolatc,'" said Ricliard.
According to Pal mer, there is
m ixed public reaction to th e proi><2sal.
"It's been a little of everytliing," he
said. "There's some people that are
amazingly enthusiastic . . . but then,
of course, there's many nay-sayers as
well.
"Ther,'rc li ke, 'Nope. It won' t
h'lJ)P.'?n. "
Still, several p<;oplc at the event said
that the aspect ofthe garden they were
most interested in was the element of
community.
"I'm kind of interested in seeing
how this kind of community ga,rden
can work for everybody," said resident

Tubal Kessler. "It's a meeting spot for a
lot of p<;oplc on the island ."
Said Palmer, "I think strongly that
this community needs a way to be
more ofa community that's not on the
boat or at the American Legion."

Abike ride for PILP
BY CYNTHIA M OLWS

Robert Walsh, recent)y nominated
to the board of the Peaks Is land
Land Preserve, will be at Hannigan's
Saturday, May 9, to talk about a
250 -mile trek from Portland to
Acadia National Park he will make by
bicycle to raise awareness about PILP
and raise funds for the organization.
"I see this not only as a way to raise
money for the land preserve, but
also as an effort to get more people
involved in some way, and increase
the overall island support of the land
preserve," said Robert.
He hopes he sees a lot of p eople at
Hannigan's, not only to answer their
questions but also to encourage t hem
to volunteer and help maintain the
island's land preserves.
Daniel Cassis and ShellbeFlynn will
deP.art with Robert on M,iy lo for the
3-clay ride to Acadia. To make a
pledge towards the tri() and help fund
PILP, call him at 272-5722.

CBITO crew members aboard the Maclugonne II awaiting
passengers on the late night run from Peaks Island last October.
f,ltpboto
familiar with the ferry schedule to the
There are three maintenance workers
islands served by the Casco Bay Island who rotate duties in order to refuel the
Transit District, some might be surprised ferries, which must be done during
to learn that many of its empfoyees the night several times per week. T hey
almost work around the clock, inclui:lin_g handle routine mechan ica l work for
both water side as well as shore side staff. the boats, as well "'' the mechanical and
And, the district operates 365 days per maintenance work for the terminal.
Refueling at night is both a safety issue
~ Captains, mates and deckhands arc and one of convenience for passengers
perhaps the most visible Casco Bay Lines and freight - the refueling trucks would
employees, as they operate the district's interfere with OJ>erations and travel if
ferries each day. Captains work 46-hour they refueled the ferries during the day.
weeks while mates and deckhands are on
Administrative employees work
a 40-hour per week schedule. Seniority a typical 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. schedule,
affects those schedules, which follow although most work longer to cover
the changing seasons. Some workshlfts personnel absences or heavy workloads.
start as earfy as 4:45 a.m. and others They arc cross-trained to handle a variety
run through 12:45 late at night. Senior of adminis trative tasks. The general
employees are eligible for overtime pay manager and operations manager are on
on holidays and when other employees call 24/7 to respond to any unforeseen
The driver of a blue pick-up truck apparently lost control of his vehicle at_a rum ~~r
are away due to illnesses or vae11tions.
emcrge•!cr. throughout the year.
The U.S. Coast Guard regulates
HopetuUy, this look bchmd the scenes the Peaks Island elementary school on Pleasant Avenue, narrowly mtssmg a nt1lity
t he number of crew members who will give readers more insight into the pole by inches before smashing into a section of ch ~ link fence that surroundf the
must work on the ferries, based on the daily work of t he CBITD, and t heir school playground. The accident occurred around oudrught on Thursday, ".'-pril 23,
to a police report by Officer Dan Rose, and the owner of the vehicle! who
number of passengers, to assure safe efforts to provide safe and efficient ferry according
was aUc~«Uy driving at the time, was charged with leaving the scene of an acadent.
operations on Casco Bay. For up to 149 service for C asco Bay islanders.
Police will not release the name pending a court appearance.
passengers, there must be one captain
photo by Tom BohR11
and two deckhands. The exception is
the Machigonne II, which also requires
a mate, also known as a lead decknand.
I 'I
An additional deckhand is required for
every additional 100 passengers, up to
the maximum allowable for each boat.
Come into Brown Trading
Most CBITD ferries can carry up to 399
~engers.
and begin the summer
During_recent budget discussions, rhe
board ofCBITD explored the possibility
Right!
of reducing the si2.e of the car ferry s
crew by one deckhand to lower costs, out
Operations Manager Nick Mavadones,
262Commercial Street
after discussing it with the Coast Guard
207-775-7560
and crews, concluded that it would not be
safe. He felt there would not be sufficient
www.BrowneTradin~.com
crew to rncet critical staffing needs for
Open Mon-Saturday l 0:00 to 6:30
man overboard and other emergency
situations, and everyone on the board
agreed. The Machigonne's design layout
Locally owned
is such that the mate is needed to serve as
the captain's eyes in communicating the
A culinary oasis in the
location of a person overboard while the
big box world.
captain maneuvers the ferry.
Come in and see what's
Shore side CBITD employees
work at the terminal in ticket sales,
freight handling, maintenance and
Call ahead, we will have your
Cheeses Wine Fish
administration . Operations agents
staff the ticket office and freight shed
Bring them home for a
order ready to pick up in time
to handle ticket sales, freight handling,
wonderful meal
telephone calls, dispatch of marine-side
for the boat!
crew, and a variety of administrative
tasks. T hey work from 4:45 a.m. until

Mishap at school

It's May!

Fresh Seafood
Local Organic Produce

Excellent Wine
Selection!
On Sale!
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Island Views
Community Letters
TO THE EDITOR
Every year around Memorial
Day, Peaks Islanders find
their annoyance growing as
the passing weeks of our sn ort
summer bring more and more
cars to our small island. On the
Monday of the 2008 Memorial
Day holiday, cars getting on
t he ferry were lined-up a ll
day stretching back past the
Gull. Many vehicle owners
were very frust rated waiting in
that line. They would reaaily
have left their cars on the
mainland but for two things:
1) no transportation on
the island to get t heir
luggage, etc. to their
cottages, and 2) t he
expense of leaving their
cars in Portland - an
expensive ferry ticket
costs a good deal less.
I would like to P.rog_ose
a solution. The PIC is
working hard on starting
a taxi service for Peaks
Island. That would
solve the transporting
of luggage for summer
folks. I f the City of
Portland would permit
it, what if islanders could
P.ark at the old Scotia
Prince parkin_g lot on
Commercial Street; let's say
for $50 per week. They could
P.urchase a brightly colored and
dated card perhaps through a
city of Portland website and
receive it through the mail or
pick it up at City Hall. They
could drop their items off at
CBL to be shipped to the island,
then park and walk to the ferry.
Evenbetter would be the option
of having the Old Port trolley
swing down that way and deliver
people to the boat terminal.
Veh icles have their place and
are necessary for many, b·u t I
feel the quality of island life as
well as die essence of the island
experience for visitors would be
heightened with the reduction of
cars on the island.
Rhonda Berg

•

•

•

•

•

•

Dear Islanders,
As you may already k now
a stalwart group of islanders
attended t he meeting at which
the budget and r ate h ike
were approved. P reviously
the board had been presenteo
with information that showed
incorrect C BITD finan cial
reports concerning the number
oftickets sold versus revenues.
In the six months that were
trac ked the error rate was 78

percent, or 96 out of a possible
122. In August t here was
$75,000 more revenue than
ticket sales would indicate. In
December they failed to add
all t hat month's riders into
the cumulative year-to-date
total, and also subtracted 583
passengers who were previously
countea. Dog tickets are never
counted, but instead are simply
added as a lump su m, wh ich
cannot be checkea.
When the board voted five
weeks later, not a single question
raised had b een answered.

Howard Pedlikin went armed
with over 380 signatures on
petitions asking them to rescind
the proposed rate hikes. Frank
Peretti presented an alternative
proposal which would have kept
rates the same.
The board was obviously
unmoved by anything they
heard, did not address any of the
alternatives and proceeded with
the vote. The representatives
from Peaks (D oane, Flynn,
Peretti), Cliff Island (Crowley)
and City Councilor (Donog_hue)
voted against the budget. Only
the representatives from Peaks
and Cliff voted agains t the
proposed rate hikes.
LastJear, Bill Overlock (Long
I slan representative) haa
P.roposed investing in a "hedge"
aunng the fuel crisis, which
he explained was as a form of
ins urance against rising fuel
P.rices that would only have cost
the district $24,000.
A lthough instructed by the
board to invest in the hedge,
Cather ine Debo opted t o
negotiate a fixed price contract
with the fuel supplier which
locked in the fuel price at $3.61
per gallon for one year.
Since the lock took effect, that
decision has cost us $142,394,
and if we use the same quantity
of fuel t h is summer as last,
will ultimately cost a total of

$329,912. What it boils down
to is that she defied the board
and made a very poor business
decision that we're paying for.
(She already locked in a new
price for next September once
again t hat is above the current
price.)
F lus h with victo r y, the
management is already exploring
many Ol_)tions. Accordinp; to an
article in the Portland-Daily
Sun, some of the ideas generated
in this "fun process" are
"elimination of the longstanding
seasonally based ticket pricing
in favor of relying on
discre t iona r y trips
at all times of year to
fund the balance of
costs", "charging for
island-to-shore ndes",
and "onboard credit
card processing".
Several fallacies exist
in these thoughts. Do
you consider a trip to
the doctor or dentist
discretionary? Aren't
those tickets you
purchase round trip?
It already costs us over
$40,000 to process the
credit cards that people
now use. Extrapolate
how much more daily
usage will add to this.
I'm sure you are to t ally
depressed by now, but there are
two additional items you need to
know.
Fi rs t , CBITD IS NOT
$600,000 IN DEBT. Like most
businesses, it has a line of credit.
If, because of our fiscal year
(April to April), we go over the
buaget witli a lean wmter, boats
in cfry dock, etc, we use that
credit and then re(!_ay the loan
in the fall. IT I S -PAID OFF
EVERY YEAR AND DOES
NOT A CCUMULATE.
Your grandchildren will not be
saddlea with this debt.
Second, the management is
required by t he Public Utility
Commission to post notices
five days prior to a meeting.
This is not discretionary and 1s
presently being questioned by
the management as unnecessary
and not oeing st rictly adherea
to. T he management is also
circumventing this by-law
by referring to meetings as
continuations of previous ones.
We hope this addresses some
of your concerns and questions.
O ur aim is to simply give you
information that is essential and
not necessarily available in any
other forum.
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YOGAFORLIFE
A yogic perspective
on health and simple

living
BY REBECCA JOHANNA STEPHANS
RLbecra j oha11na Stephans teaches wed!y
yoga classes and pri<Jale yoga lusons on
Peaks ls/anti. Yo11 m11ydireclyourcomments,
inquiries, or tolumr, idtas to 766-3017 or
rjsyoga@gv.vi.11et.

Spring is unfolding in its uniguely
slow and erratic Mame sort of way.
In fact, we are already almost halfway
through the season! Many folks I
know nave begun raking, clipping,
pruning and clearing out garden
space. \Vhile some of us are still
entertaining the notion of perhaps
beo-· 1 01· ng to
be th·111 k b t
<>" out the homestead,
may
• a ou
airing
others
are
diving right into their traditiona l
SJJring cleaning. Even the Douglas
MacVane Community Center
windows have been washed (big
thanks to the city crew from the eady
morning weight lifting class!).
Have you not iced that whatever
cycle you are in tends to perpetuate

unless there is an intentional or
accidental interrupt? A cycle offitness
will become your natura l routine
unless there is some interruption such
as travel, visitors, illness or injury.
And couch potato mode naturallx
begets more slothful behavior until
you take the initiative to get moving.
Unless you are a winter athlete, you
may have engaged in more sedentary
activities for the past few months. In
a northern climate, a winter diet often
tends towards heavier, warming foods
such as root vegetables, meats, thick
stews, casseroles, and soups. And for
many of us, the shorter days and cold
temperatures bring a general malaise.
If you are stuck in lethargic winter
doldrums even as your neighbors
merrily engage in the rites of spring,
now is the time to access your warrior
spirit and create an intentionlll shift
in your physical fitness, diet, and
attitude.
Yoga offers three types of practices
t h at can h e Ip you generate an
uplifting of your spirits. Please start
with the one that resonates with r.ou
the strongest, and then add the other
rwo as your vitality returns. The fust
is a discipJjnc practice of cleansing
your body by cati~ lightly for a week
or two, or even doing a brief spring
fast. Food choice is a very charged
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topic and uniquely speci fic to each
inilividual. If you have any concerns
or are taking medication, please
consult with your physician.
Generally, cleansing your organ
systems with dietinvolvessimplifymg
to the bare bones essentials until
you fee l better. Foods to avoid at
this time include all refined sugars
and flours, all packaged foods such
as crackers, chips, and energy bars,
prcJJared foods such as deli salads,
alcoholic beverages, fruit drinks and
sodas, processed-meats and sausages,
red meats and cheeses, and caffeme.
Upon readinz that list, some folks
ask, what's lefi?
Fill yourself up on spring greens,
fresh vegetables and fruits, whole
grains such as rice and oats, nuts and
seeds, olives, eggs, plain )loghurt,
fish, and chickcn. ln a typical grocery
store, staying on the _periphery will
encourage healthy choices - as long as
you avo,a the bakery section! £anng
lircsh 1000
, __ Js 1'slabor1'ntenSIV·e andu·me
consuming, but if you have never
tried this, you may be surprised at
how quickly your
responds with
joyfufbursts ofenergy.
Another practice that may help
energi2e you is vigorous breathing
and movement, preferably outdoors.
One option, of course, is your fuvorite

boor

aerobic exercise. The vigorous yoga
breathing techniques afso get your
heart pum_ping, oxygen flowing, and
helJJ speecf up your metabolism. The
one I offer below is actually a variation
that will feel a little bit like virtual
kick-boxing, which will also be fun
if you need an attitude adjustment.
Dust offyour old "Rocky" soundtrack
and start punching!
Finally, there are many yoga
postures that generate vitality and
help boostJour mood. The warrior
poses buil leg and core strength
while stretching the hips and open mg
the heart. The shape of the warrior
poses is both empowering and
uplifting. Inversion poses (covered in
detail in the Novem6er 2008 column)
also help to balance mood and restore
joy. Ifyou are tired, I recommend that
you begin with some gentle stretches
and posture flows ancf work up to the
more vigorous postures offered here.
Whichever of these practices you
-'--lly
choose, p1case remember that veura
beating yourself up, pun ish ing
yourscff, and deprivation are not
effective ways to create positive
change. As liest you can, cultivate
a strong desire for well being and
motivate yourself with unconditional
kindness, encouragement and
compassion.

Intention: Begin your practice with a moment of stillness in which you affirm your intention to practice with compassion and mindfulness.
HaraBrealhs
Hara is aSanskrit term which refers lo the energy of vigorous transformation. Sta11d with feet comfortably wide, toes !urned oul. and
knees bent. Make loose fists, fingernails facing up, and pull your elbows back until your fists rest besidethe base of your ribcage. Take
astrong b!eath in, and as you exhalethroughan open mouth, push one arm forwardand across your lorso whileturning your fist so that
fingernails face down. Inhaleas you pull your arm back, andon thenext exhale, push the other arm forward. Begin slowly, alternaling
arms. and theo speed up. Continue until youetther begin to smile, or wear yourself out.

Warrior#1
Stand with feet abil wider lhanhip width, one foot in front of the other, forward knee bent. If youseek amore challenging pose step the rear
1
foolfarlher back. Keep the bent knee above your ankle,and especially do not letit extend infront of your ankle. The back leg isengaged 'rJ{ 1
pullingthe hip forward as you extend theheel back. lilt your arms up overhead. To add aheart openingstretch, interlace your fingers (excepl
the index fingers), lower your hips abit, and stretch intoagentleback arch. To release, bringyour hands to your frontthigh and support
yourself as you slep the back leg forward. Hold lhe posture for five slow breaths or until you faligue. Switch legsand repeat.

Warrior #2
Stand with feet very wide, turn one fool out 90de{lreesand bend thatknee. Turn the other footinabout 45 degrees.Fromyourhips, strongly
externally rotate boththighs to strengthen your legs and keep your hips open Stretch your arms out wide, keeping your shouldersrelaxed,
and turn your head to gaze along thearm over the bent knee. Oplional variation: turn your palms up to face the sky. Hold the posturetor live
slow brealhs or until you fatigue. Switch legs and repeat.
,
LSland (or Inverted Half Downward Dog)
Start in table position facing aw~ from lhewall wilh your toes right at the base of the wall.
Lill yourknees into ahigh downward facing dogpose. Step one foot up onto the wall at about
the level of yoU1 hips. Slep the other foot up. Straighten out your legs whilelifting strongly
through your belly and hips Gaze back towardsthe wall. Keep your brealh slow and full.
Oplional variation:lift one legalatimeand stretchlowards the ceiling. Hold tor as long as your
slrength allows and then step down. Sit for amoment to integrate.

Pause:
lie down withyour legsup the wall and rest. Close your eyes,
breath slowly and feel lhe effects of your movements. Give
!hanks for your practice and ask lhal tt enhance your wellbeing.
Rebecca Johanna Stephans, Kripalu Certified Yoga Teacher since 1994, has 21 years experience in the healing arts.
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For the love ofPeaks!

DanMurphy
AS TOLD TO FRAN HOUSTON

We and the Litchfields were
neighbors and close friends. They
moved away but we remained in
touch, and they were constantly
extolling the beauty and attraction of
Peaks Island. I really didn't wan( to
hear of it because I thought Dracut,
Mass. was far enough north for me.
The Cape was more to my liking.
One trip to the Cape in the summer
soon put an end to that: traffic was
brutal. That was it for the Cape.
For three years, I was able to find
excuses to not visit them on t he
island, but one November evening,
at a Scholarship meeting, l was asked
why. I responded that we were not the
kind tojust drop in on folks. Actually,
I found it hard to accept that anyone
in their right minds would live where
you _could only get there by boat. My
family was then and there invited for
the following Fourth ofJuly and there
was no way I could refuse. They had
four children, as did we, and I thought
how much inconvenience our visit
would cause her and was humbled by
that fact.
Our arrival at Peaks was an
u~expected experience. vVe got on a
pier that had painted white lines and a
man_ who hollered at anyone who got
outside the lines. This just reinforced
my feelings of the trip being a bad
dream. But!
We came and were awed by what we
found. The weather was dreary and
the old foghorn blew constantly and
the _Sardine Factory whistles blew,
call,ng people to work. Young Joe
took me to House Island in the fog
and I was able to go through the fort.
When I saw the niches in the wall, I
stupidly thought that they were for
statues instead of lamps. {Catholic

upbringing along with ignorance of
coastal sounds ancl practices). He also
took me out to Fort Gorges and there
were still remnants of plastered walls.
A lso, there was one cannon lying
there and I wondered why.
After a wonderful weekend, Chris
asked my family if they would stay
for another week and the husbands
would return to work and come back.
By the time I got back, my wife had
found "her house" and we would
become "islanders". The year was
1961. The house was fully furnished
and I thought you could just move in.
So we did. I had given no thought to
the electricity or water. Thankfully,
Marguerite Murphy, our Realtor, had
taken care of the water.
\ ,Vhen we moved in, the shutters
were still on. The night was really
chilly, so I started a fire in t he
fireelace. A knock came at the door
and I opened it and startled the men
who hurriedly left the porch. I asked
who they were and they said Police,
and that Mrs. MacVanc on Brackett
Ave had reported seeing what she
thought was a possible ftre and t hey
were investigating. They were kind
enough to help me get the power
on and get us settled. We were so
grateful.
We so appreciated the nature of
Peaks in those days. No one seemed
concerned about lot lines or locking
doors. When the house beside me
was sold to the Dromgooles, I saw
Tom outside looking for something.
I went o ut to meet h im and askccl
what he was looking for and it was the
lot line. I said we didn't worry about
those things and he said he had 12
kids and I said I had four and it still
didn't matter to us. All the kids in
the neighborhood, Flahertys, Joyces,
Kilmartins, played in the yard and it
was great. Vile had made a wonderful
choice.
My mother couldn't understand
how we could buy a place so far away.
She always went to Hampton Beach
and was happy with that. She and
my father had ro take the bus, as my
father didn't drive. I was expecting
them on the 3 o'clock boat. I went
down front and found that the Bay
Lines went on strike at midnight t he
night before. l had no phone and was
beside myself as to what to do. As
1 looked out in t he bay, I saw a boat
pulling into the Army Dock and
my mother and father were on it. I

watched my mother
climb hand over hand
to get on the dock.
(She had a heart
condition). After one
weekend here, she
asked me to look for a
place for her.
A couple of weeks
later, a man walked
by and asked me
if I wanted to buy
a house. 1 sa id I
had one, and then
remem b ered my
mother. Vile ended
up buying the house
we now live in and
my mother had a
couple of wonderfully
happy summers here.
Six weeks before
she died, I was on
the porch with her
and she pulled me
down by the collar
and whispered t hat
I had made her life
"complete" by getting
t he cottage for her. How dear is that
to a son?
For those of us who now can travel
to Boston or Lowell in a couple of
hours, getting here and back is a snap.
In 1961, the l'vlaine turnpike ended
at Kennebunk and cost a quarter, I
think. T here was no 1495. You had
to take Rte 110 through Lawrence,
Merrimac, Haverhill, etc. It was a
long and arduous trip, at least t hree
hours, yet I looked forward to it. I was
an electrician as well as a teacher at
the time and would tell the contractor
t hat I had to leave at 2:30 p.m. every
Friday. Not one contractor objected. I
think the foremen were bemused that
anything could be thar important to
anyone.
For all who remember the Memorial
Day and July 4th experiences,
anticipation of how long the line
would be backed up on Commercial
Street, and how many ferries we'd
watch depart before we finally would
get across. Remember, trains still
ran up and down the street. In those
days, if you couldn't get across on
Friday night,
{the car fe rry
cos~ $2.75 ),
you cou Id leave
the keys with
the deck hand

photo by Fran Ho,.,ton

and he would bring the car over early
Saturday morning for an extra $1.00.
It is hard to describe the feeling of
calmness and relaxation I felt each
time I got on the boat and left the
pier. Also, equally hard was leaving
on Sunday afternoon to face the drive
back to reality. It was always a joy to
a~ve on Friday evening and have my
children on the pier waiting for me to
arrive. Paul Whitney told me to enjoy
t hat, it wouldn't last, but it did. Great
memory!

Ha'llt J.bU li'lltd on Ptalufor a long timd
Do you 'have a Peaks Island story to ft/I of
mtmorits from ch!ldlMod or that illustrates
why _you 70flt lmmg hertf Pltast tmai/ or
call Fra11 Hous/011. She ha.f already htard
some gmu uorits and she wa11N to hear
Y._our.,.-fran_houston@hotmail.com, or call
766.2N/6.
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Peaks sland ~xperience
(P
I
{;;
S)
The Futurist

D id r,ou have r,our hair dressed at
Laurie Johnson's Kinks or the Beauty
Basement, or by Blanch Wilder?

BY J ERRY GARMAN

Did you check books out from a
Library located at TEIA, from one
Oil ·vvelch Street or from the
Community Center building?

6yPalm.u

Did your feet ever walk on the
cobblestones ofWelch Street?
Were there granite cu rbs on
Island Avenue)
Did xou ever walk the back shore
when there were no benches?
Have you ever bowled on the
island?
Who was Portland's City
Mana_.e;_er when xou first got here:
John Menareo, A.J. Wilson,.,T im
H oney, Bob Cantley or Joel vray?
W as the first island policy

illastrmion by 1im NihofJ meeting you ever attended field by

Years ago I was exposed to a
"Futurist" at a marketing convention.
H e started his talk by surveying_ the
birth dates of all the members o1 the
audience, and then based on their age
grouphhe commenced to tell them
what t
probably believed and how
they would react to certain situations
andchan~.
I believe that same concept applies to
island~rs. By answering tlie follo~ng
~uestionsbxour 1slana perspective
liecomes o v,ous:

ex

Which boat first transported you to
Peaks? Nancy Helen, Emita, Berkley1
Rebel, Island Adventure, lslano
Romance or Machigonne II?
Did your boat depart from
LimgfeUow wharf, Custom House
whait or the State P,er?
Did you t ake the boat from
Evergreen, Trefethen or Forest City
landmg?
When you hauled all the trash out
of your liome, did you say you were
going to the garba1te pit, the dump or
the transfer staaon"t
Was your sanitarr. system a cesspool
or a septic system? Was it _pumped
into the sea or processed at tne island
sewerage plant?
Do you remember the fire call signal
for your local caU box?
Did you ever have a two digit
telephone number?
Was your mail delivered by Jon or
Mike?
\Vas any room in your cottage
painted battleship grayt
Did your cottage ever have an ice
box?
Whose island taxi service djd you
use: Chris Peterson's, Archie Beaton's,
1-laQ_ Gay\ Harold Corkum~ Terry
or CatJiy i,1ulkern's, Bud 1·erry's,
Lloyd Hamilton~ Lenny Waugh's,
Dottie Flynn's or 11m Fitzgerald s?
Which .e;r_occry store did you shop
at: Abes, Webers, Feeney's old store,
Fecncy's new store or Hannjgan's?
Did you have dinner at the "Peaks
Island Inn" or the "Inn on Peaks"?
Did you have lunch at the Cockeyed
Gull ] or Cockeyed Gull II?

PINA orthe PIC?

Most island meetings start to
disintegrate when someone precedes
their OP,inion with "I have been on
Peaks Island for forty J!:ars ...•, whlch
is usually answered with, "I have been
here for fiftv-five years and you are
[fill in blankl".
It seems islanders have to establish
some historical reference to explain
the changes that affects them.
Your answers to t he quest ions I've
asked above will not only verify your
memory of the past, but also help
to shape your vision of the island s
future.
Ian Huger in the New Yo rk
T imes said: "B li nd to anything that
challenges our preconceived no1ions,
we are predisposed to sec what we
already believe to be based on a
remembered past. As such, we arc not
wired to predict the future with any
d~ee of accuracy."
fo other worcfs when we say we
want to preserve the island, what we
reallx mean is we want the future of
the island to be like the past, because
that is all we know.
But which past are we talking
about? The one in 1900 with six
hotels and 2,000 rooms to rent; or the
one in 1921 before Sebago water was
provided; or the one in 1941 when the
island was occuP.ied during \VWII;
or like it was in 1985 when the
CBITD was formed·l or in 1995 when
a modern sewerage p ant opened?
Even the newcomers say thex don't
want change to occur on the island
once they've arrived - the very agents
of change, they themselves want to
freeze tne clock:.
This may be true of our grar.ing
poP.ulation but not for our cnil<lren
ano gran dchild r en who now
experience digital lifestyles. They
have known tne computer and the
internet all their lives.
As a result, t heir island memories
may be based on what is stored in their
cell phones, i Pods and Blackberries,
and their vision of the island's future
!l"light depend on what they can find
m a Google search.
A community meeting held in 2019
could amount to a very interesting,
fast P.aced exchange of lMs, tweets
and abbreviated emails.
It will most likely degenerate,
though, when people start prefacing
their remarks with, "I vc been
on peaksisland.com since the
millennium ..."
Per_ha_ps the future w ill just
recap1tufate the past.

K I RK GOODH UE

A LYCE

A.

LAUR IE W ILDES

PEAKS ISLAND

•
207.766 .5966

BAUERLE

JI LL K EEFE

________

D EB HANNA

,,

PORTLAND

•

LONG ISLAND

207.775.7253

•

207.232.0758

WWW.PORT I SLANO . COM

AUTO & GOLF CART REPAIRS
CARPENTRY
FREIGHT DELIVERY
TOWING ON AND OFF ISLAND
PROPERTY CARETAKING

207.415.4925
anythlng@callpaulbridges.com

Onllnc, Wori< Ord.,,. I Quotc, Rc,quc,st at
www.caJlpaulbri~com

CALL

P A UL

Call me. I can do anything.
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Use Your Imagination ~by Anna Tierney

DOWN
ACROSS
1. Hungry

6. Mold·
10.
14.
15.
16.
17.

King, for example
~ _ pros~ui
Where the Stans are
Article in Vienna
Volume and tone, for example
18. Absentmindedly answering the
door wearing only a nie:htgown?
20. A degenerate disease~
22. Houses of asort
23. Blackbirds
26. Method oflocomotion
28. What thePied Piper did
29. \11/herefore
31. Had too much fun
34. Preserve
36. Motherless calves
38. Wards
40. Apis mellifera
42. Candlescanbe
43. Found on adiamond
45. One begins, "O wild West. . ."
47. Magazme
48. From Los Angeles to NewYork
49. Credit card term
51. Function
53. Andy's muse
54. Falloackalternative
57. Coming back to life as a
hillbilly?
61. Attempt an explanation while
drunk?
63. Swedish model
64. Uns~akableactor
65. Getsby
66. Bodyofwatcr
67. Where the Stans were
68. Long-running !!1.\1.fil.Cal
69. _ _ Gulf, WWll battle

1. Ruin
2. Like agull
3. Emergency vehicle for
steamroller victims?
4. Former "Purple People Eater,"
now in Football Hall of Fame
5. Vintagte _car
6.
War
7. Heroin addict
8. Beacon
9. Raptorial
10. Sponsorship
11. Nlan is the only animal that
does this
12. Massachusettscape
13. Clear
19. Man's name
21. Junior's riteof ~sage, briefly
24. Man who sprinklesbis
conversation with Yiddish isms)
25. The P.erson upon whom one ·
coughs?
27. Tease
29. Impotent?
30. Co1ognc greeting
32. Howard or Martm
33. Presidential initials
35. Keanu in The Matrix
37. Horse command
39. Cow Palaceand Polo Grounds
41. Follows Harvard and Yale
44. Lure
46. Necessity for fans
50. Shoot again
52. Antidepressant drug, nowoff
the marl<er
53. Fisherman ofsorts
55. Expiate
56. Forbidden by the Decalogue
57. Revolutions
58. Gulfin Mid-East
59. Sunday occupation
60. IOU
61. Easy bird to identify
62. Masdaughter

SOLUTlONTO LAST MON'Tli'S PUZZLE

i,vww.J, all naford.com

y palette
creat e a
masterpiece
ii) yovr kitche11
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Star Gazing
BY M IKE RICHARDS

Mother's Day
May 1oth! Treat mom at our
annual Mother's Day Brunch!

New Hours
Open 7 days a wee~ starting
May 15th!

Coming in June
Maine's King of Comedy,
Comedion Bob Marley, returns
to the Inn in June.

on the \Vorld Wide Web
Ir.I Find u$ on
aJ Facebook

and follow our blog at
www.innonpeahs.blogspotcom

The Inn on Peaks ISiand
33 Island Avenue, Peaks Island
207. 766.5100 www.innonpcak.s.com
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THE STARS

After sunset, the white winter star
May is named for rhe Greek goddess Procyon is low in the west, and yellow
Maia, the first-born, most beautiful Capella is in the northwest. Almost
and shyest of the seven Pleiades sisters, straight overhead is che conscellacion
daughters of Arias and Pleione. May Leo, the Lion - the reverse question
is the fifrh month of rhe Gregorian mark shape serves as his head, and his
calendar, which most countries have body reclines ro che lefr of it. Thar's
used since Pope Gregor)' Xlll decreed it golden Saturn gliding below him, a nd
in 1582, after ralking with Christopher a bit further east is the red-giant star
Clavius and Johannes Kepler, two Arcturus, che alpha-star in Bootes,
German math and astronomy the Herdsman. You can find Arcturus
professors. They had co becter compute using che Big Dipper's handle ro •arc·
che dace of Easter (the first Sunday a toward it. k's rhe second brightest s tar
formighr after the fust Full Moon after in rhe norchem hemisphere, and no
vernal equinox), as the Julian calendar, wonder, it gives off180 rimes more light
in use since 45 BC, was a bit longer than than rhe Sun and is only 44 light-years
the Earth's orbital period around the away. To the northeast is Vega, the fusr,
Sun, and chat caused problems with che spinning alpha star in Lyra, and low in
Easter computation. Even now, we must che southeast is Antares, che superoccasionally make small corrections co giant "heart of Scorpio" and the biggest
march our calendars co che Earth's orbit star we can see, 700 times the diameter
(e.g., Leap Year, which adds a day to ofcheSun.
February).
THE CALENDAR
THE PLANETS
In rhe morning this month, Venus
shines brilliantly low in the ease, ouc
over che ocean. lc's che second planet
from the Sun (Ea rth is third), so
when Venus is at inferior conjuncdon,
between Earch and Sun, it's fairly dose
to Earth - only about 26 million miles
away. Venus's cloud-tops are unusually
reflective, making Venus che third
brightest narural object we can see, after
only rhc Sun and Moon. Venus is about
the same size as Earth, so astronomers
Illustration byJamie H ogan call her "Earth's sister planer," but she's
more like our evil twin.
Ac 860° year-round, Venus is the
hottest planet in our solar system even hotter than Mercury - because of
the runaway greenhouse effect. Unlike
Mars which is covered in sand-dunes,
Vcnus's surface is all rock: the sulfu ric
acid rain never reaches the ground
before being vaporized by the heat. The
atmospheric pressure is over 90 rimes
Earth's, like being 2,00 0 feet down
under the oceal\, enough to crush one of
our modern submarines. Alchough che
surface winds are a constant five knots,
the density of the atmosphere would
prevent you from walking against chem
(assuming a space-suit could be devised
co withstand rhe hear and pressure).
Venus is unique in some nice ways: Its
orbit is the roundest in our solar system;
it is the only planet with a female name
(its symbol is the same one doctors use
for Earthly women); its temp erature
(though Hellish) is quite uniform all
around che planet, as the atmosphere
circulates evenly until it enters a double
vortex at the south pole; and it rotates
clockwise (all che other planers and sun
rotate counter-clockwise}. Bue, its rile is
che lease ofall the planets. How nice. I'll
still cake Louisiana in July, chough it's a
dose call (don't cell Pam).
Mercury is dipping down in che cast
and can be seen only the first few days
chis month. Mars is to rhe lower left
of Venus in che morning. Jupiter is up
earlier each morning and coming into
viewing range. Saturn sits below the
constellation Leo and is always worth
finding in a telescope - I used my
nephew's little Tasco-brand scope in
Georgia last week and we could see the
rings just fine, even though they are
edge on to us these days. Toward che
end of May, Neptune is the blue doc
next ro Jupiter, which is easy to find next
to the Last-quarter moon on the 17th.

May 1- Firsc-quarrtr Moon is high
at sunset; Saturn is co its upper left.
Sunrise is at 5:34 a.m. and sunset is ar
7:42 p.m. Ifyou can see the Pleiades scar
cluster in the wesr, you may notice an
interloper, Mercury passing in fronc.
May 2- Venus is ac its biggest and
brightest chis morning.
May 8- Full "Flower" Moon rises at
7:52 p.m. out over the islands. Ir might
be a nice night for a moonlight walk
along the backshore.
May 14-The Moon's at apogee today,
the furchesc away it gees in its elliptical
orbit.
May 17- Last-quarter Moon is high
ac s unrise; J upiter is to its lower right.
With a cdescope, from 4 :t.m, ro 5 a.m.
you can watch t he shadows of two of
J upiter's moons, Io and Callisto, pass
across its cloud-cops.
M ay 18- Neap tide chis month is just
6.4 feet between high and low, bur that
will double in a couple of weeks.
Ma)' 20- Waning crescent M oon
is above Venus in t he pre-d awn sky,
but you'll have co be up early to see it.
Tomorrow morning it's off ro the left of
Venus. This morning. Neptuneappears
so closeJupiter )'OU could easily m ist<tke
it for one ofJupiter's moons (it's really
2.4 billion miles behind it).
May 24- New Moon means da rk
skies for hunting galaxies, star-dusters
and nebulae, but che Moon is also on
the same side of Earth as che Sun, and
they're combining th eir gravitational
accraetion and pulling our ocean rides
higher.
May 26- The Moon's at perigee,
closest ro Earth this month, bringing us
spring tides over the next two days with
a difference of J2.7 feet between the
highest tides in che middle of the night
and rhe lowest rides first thing in the
morning(well, 7 a.m. toda)'}May 31- Sunrise is at 5:03 a.m. and
sunset is at 8 :14 p.m., giving us over 15
hours of sun light. S ummer solstice is
only 3 weeks away.
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Peaks Island artists are popping
up all over this spring. Suzanne
Parrott's fiber creations were
recently featured in Show
Us Your Wears 2009, a
juried fashion show
that took place on
April 11 at Zero Station
(www.zerostation.com) in
Portland. Bristol Ivy at t he
Portland Fiber Gallery (www.
portlandfibergallery.org) said,
"It's the second year of th is event.
There were about 100 pieces
submitted, and the jury chose 50
pieces. It's a chance to showcase
some of the work that gets done
while everyone is cooped up all
winter."
Nine leggy models strode the
runway sporting garments made
by 35 fiber artists, from the
knitted, crocheted, felted, sewn,
and embellished to the finale, a
dress made with woven fash ion
magazine pages. The capacity
crowd peered at textures and
oohed at craft. Black Par rott,
a Portland bo utiqu e (www.
b lackpa rrottmai ne. blogspot.
com), provided clothing and
accessories, expertly styled by
Carrie Hoge and Bristol Ivy.
Suzanne said, "This is the first
time I've been in a show like
this. It's exciting. I've been doing
felted wool things for about five
years now. I'm ready to show them
off."
Suzanne's background in
painting is evident in her fiber
work, full of rich subtleties
of color and design. She wetfelts a combination of wool and

cotton gauze, sewi ng these
into f ingerless gloves,
wristlets, ski rts, and
coats. She de buted
gaunt l ets,
ru gs, and
garments
I a s t

October
during
her "Wool et
Bare" show at
the Gero Gallery.
For this show,
Suzanne's first piece
was a pink and orange
felted skirt, paired with
a cotton tank top a nd sil k
sash belt. Another model
strutted by wearing Suzanne's
felted sienna red coat, with olive
cuffs on the s leeves (above).
My favorite was the felted blue
coat, with luxurious blends of
seascape colors and shimmering
buttons. Fit for any mermaid or
maiden in need of warmth and
coziness.
I ventured south to check out
Nahcotta's (www.nahcotta.com)
spring show that included Peaks
Island painter Diane Wieneke
(www.dianewiencke.com). At this
gallery and shop on Portsmouth's
Congress Street, owner Deb
Thomson said, "We've been here

illustration · graphic design · fun fine art
logos· identities · print· packaging
unique home furniture· personal commissioned gifts
Experience my Art & Gifts
GEM G.illery / Ell Phant / www.omnlhoff.com / www.peakslsland-anwalk$.org

207.766.5960

I

www.timnihoff.com

I

tim@timnihoff.com

eight years. We started doing
t he First Friday nights
awhile back. We love
Diane's work." Besides
fine art, the gallery
sells pottery,
furniture,
stationary, and
jewelry.
Di ane

May2009
From Nahcotta, I headed
back north by way of the Saco
Museum, where "Heat Stroke:
New England Wax Artists
Working in Encaustic" includes
a piece by Peaks Island painter
and printmaker Jeanne O'Toole
Hayman. This juried s how
disp lays 77 works by 25 New
Engl<!nd artists, n of them from
Maine.
The Saco Museum began as
the York Institute in 1886, then
merged with the Dyer Library
on Rte 1 in 2000. The entrance is
filled with antiques and a small
gift shop, but beyond lies a
fabulous space singing with
contemporary art.
Along a narrow passage
ancient portraits in wax
from Egyptian tombs
and mourning wreaths
made of wax from the Victorian
era hang opposite modern tools
and materials, including a
worn GE griddle, beeswax, and
the essentia 1 ventilation fan.
Scraping, layering, embedding,
and dipping allow artists terrific
variety as they combine pigments
and resin to build shiny, three dimensional surfaces of color
and form.
Jeanne's "Frida Lisa Diptych"
is a n assemblage of a paper ·
plate lithograph with enca usti c,
combining methods with female
icons Frida Kahlo and the Mona
Lisa. Works in the s how range
from ziggarats to shadow boxes
to panels of zoomy a bstraction.
If you need any reason to explore
enca ustic as a hot medium of
a ncient allure, th is show more
t han satisfies. It's open t hrough
May30 (www.sacomuseum.org).

exhibited
10 pai nti ngs
from a series
in yellow, th at
combine oil , wax,
plaster, a nd resin on
panels in vary ing sizes. Her
vocabulary of glowing hues,
patterns, lettering, and graphite
literally vibrates off the wall.
Each pa inting hum s, a yellow
s urface beckoning us like pollen
does a bee.
Diane said, "I had delivered
some paintings to a buyer in New
York. They had nothing on their
walls and my paintings were
these giant, bold colors next to
their very spare, contemporary
furniture. My friend, Wendy,
who is a big supporter and great
problem solver, suggested I send
my work to Nahcotta. They were
really enthusiastic. It's a new
path, to pair a specific series of
work with furniture. Why not?"
Diane also is exhibiting iJ
14 paintings at Addo Novo
(www.addonovo.com), a highend furniture and home goods
store on Congress Street in
Portland through the end of
May. These, too, are part of her
yellow series. with suggestive
titles like "The Sweet Hereafter"
and "Creamsickle." Clearly the
product of layers of material
and imaginings, Diane states
"I think of myself as humbly "Silver Ghost", a painting by Diane
painting away, getting closer and Wieneke at Addo Novo.
closer and further and further
from where I
began. These are
•
a reflection of a
process, however
arduous, as beauty
NAILS & SALON
does not consist
NAILS. HAIR . WAXING
GIFT CERTIACATESAVAILASLE · FREE EASY PARKING
of the exactitude
of obeying rules.
Th• month, of S.pt•m.,._, & Oc:to&.r...
• Tuesday, $28 M:ankure & Pedicul'e
Rather, it resides in
• ~rty of fol.K ,pea.al 20X off
207.773.7999
a thousand secret
OPEN Mon•Sat 9 a.m•7p,m 290 Con1reu St
harmonies."
(Ntxt to Ritt JJd Phom,ocy oc the boaom o( Mllfljoy HiN)
•
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How Green Thou
Art
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BYKEVINATTRA

The green we don't have in winter
except what we might get in a holiday
decoration is finally coming back
for real. Green is the color of nature,
spring, renewed life, long hot days
and mown lawns.
To be green ourselves is to practice
ways that supposedly cause less
harm to our planet than the ways of
industry. It's mainly practiced by
people who feel the planet needs
caretaking, usually portrayed as
earthy artists in paint-spattered jeans.
So how g reen is art? \.Yell, if you
paint in oils, your paint-spattered
jeans are probably covered with heavy
metals and soaked with carcinogens.
Even if you don't pour solvents down
the drain, eventually they're going to
get used up and become ha7,ardous
waste. So, in some cases the image
of the artist as green activist doesn't
make sense. The reality is that art is
often an idustrial process.
An artist trade organization called
Trade Only Design Library (rod!.
com) tries to address t his paradox
through a green certification program
that was implemented in 2007. To
be certified, artists are thoroughly
vetted about their methods and the
materials they use, including sources
of water, as well as waste handling
and other practices.
Admit tedly, the o rganintion's
motive is largely mercenary: TODL
is a buyer's resource for architects and
designers looking for artwork, and
the rising demand for green home
construction has led to the creation of
the certification program as a way to
tap into the green market.
Nevertheless, the criteri a is
comprehensive and scrupulously
adhered to through review by field

--:_........-a::.---:~;
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Glasswork from tht Sculptured Portholes series by Maggie Carle.

photo courtesy Maggi< Carl,

experts, making it a truly authentic
resource for people who arc looking
for strictly gree'! products in their
home.
Long Island artist M aggie Carle,
who for years has been quietly
making paper from garden scraps
and reworking old materials into new
artwork, was recognized last year by
TODL as a certifed green artist and
placed on its green resource list.
Carle works mainly in sculpture
and collage using found objects and
natura l materials, including old
jewelry, fabric, yarn, and tissue paper
friends save from parties. •1n almost
20yearsofdoingartl'veneverbought
a piece oftissue paper," she said.
She also uses melted snow and
rainwater to mix her glue, and uses
natural plant materials to make
paper. "The fact that I can pick up
these little tidbits of nothing and
create art is very exciting to me."
Many of her pieces are functional as
well: she sculpts with castoff fabrics

and garden relics, refurbishes lamps,
makes passepartout, lampshades and
house wares, and even renews old
furnishings. In her two stud ios, the
structures used to display her art are
also made using green methodology.
Although she uses no paint, Carle
achieves color naturally from the
pigments already in the materials, or
by what comes of overlaying recycled
tissue paper.
H er collages are assembled from a
variety of materials mounted flat to
create a fixed visual perspective of
each image. On the other hand, she's
created a series of mobiles she calls
Sculpt ured Ponals rhat use crafted
openings designed t o be viewed
directly, and at the same t ime to
incorporate the scenery beyond them
into the image.
She says that as they twist and turn,
they change our perceptions, slowly
altering what we sec, and occasionally
even what we hear: some have bells.
Others are designed to be hung inside

a window, so that as the light changes,
the scenery through the window is
also changed.
A collection of rough ly 40 of her
sculptures and other pieces is currently
on exhibit at the Dodwell Gallery on
Long Island, in a show called "How
Green thou Art". The show runs
through Memorial Weekend, with
a reception on Sunday, May 3 from
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. at the gallery.
In the past six years the gallery has
featured over 100 Maine artists and
exhibitors, mostly from the Casco
Bay islands. More information about
the Dodwell Gallery can be found at:
http://Library.lo11g-island.lib.me.us.
"Hardest thing as an artist is to
market myself," she said, explaining
why she sought certification from
TOOL in the first place. She learned
about the program when a marketing
fi rm approached her while doing
research for an article about g reen
construction and art.
To qual ify for the certificat ion
program, she had to submit a list of
about 100 materials she uses in her
artwork, explaining where she got
them and how she disposes of t hem.
"Ironically I've only had one sale from
[TOOL] in six months.•
Although a career art ist, Carle
actually stud ied theater where she
learned techniques for making
scenery and costumes. "l did a lot
with children's theatec," she said.
"I learned how to make something
from nothing."
She's kn own for the paper she
makes from gard<:n materials - dead
flowers, stems, lawn clippings and
even seaweed - that she likes to save
up during the summer.
Carie's work is often shown at the
gallery, as well as in Long Island's
annual Art & Soul Exhibits and
Wharf Festivals, and can be seen at
her website: www.maggiuarle.com.
Visito rs arc welcome to her home
studio by appointment.

From the FIFTH MAINE
Pond near Spar
_seasons.
that transported huge quantities to
Cove. This operation
So much ice was harvested each southern ports. By the late 1930s
was later acquired
winter that the business expanded to the days of harvesting ice on island
by Lawrence Burke.
shipping ice to the southern states. ponds was over but not forgotten.
A sho rt di stance
A second, longer wharf was bui lt Photographs, ephemera like ice cards
awa y on Tolman
adjacent to Trefethen Landing to (far left), and other documents remain
BY KIM MACISAAC
Road Perley Knight
accommodate the coastal schooners to document that bygone era.
bui lt his ice house.
This site is now
home to the Tarry-aWhile and Riverdell
cottages. At the other end of the island
Wilder Brackell harvested ice from
" ' CASCOBAYCO.
Brackett Pond. Ice was also cut from
Presented by Dr. Al Reichman
.' - ' ICE • "FUEL
smaller ponds that no longer exist.
A
Biblical
pre.6entatio,r for the Jew, Gentile and Chri.6tian
The large blocks of cut ice were stored
in the ice houses and insulated with
sawdust and hay.
In the days before gas and electric
Wednesday, May 27, 2009 at 7:00 PM
refrigerator s nearly every family
Did you know that Peaks Island owned an ice box to store perishable
once sported a thriving ice cu tt ing foods. Customers posted an ice card
Peakli /1,land Baptut Church
industry? Ice ponds and ice houses in their w indows with the dollar
were owned by a few island families amount of ice desired at the top of the
lJ5 P/ea,anr Aw.
and many a young man found card to alert the ice man how much
Peak& 1.4/and, Me 04108
employment cutting ice during the ice to deliver. One of the many ice
men on Peaks was Harvey Trefethen
winter months.
766-3037. www.p1bc.info
(above)
who, no doubt. was kept busy
The Trefethen family maintained
two ice houses adjacent to the Ice delivering ice 10 the hotels, cottages
and homes during the hectic summer

ACold Business on
Peaks Island
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Waterfront plans go on the public drawing board
BY l<EVIN A TIRA

For the second time in almost
City's Planning and
Urban Development Department
hosted a community design
workshop to obtain public input
on the redevelopment of the
eastern waterfro nt after both
Ocean ProP.erties and Olympia
pulled out of the project last year.
More than 100 people from the
Portland area, includingresidents
of Chebeague, Long, Peaks and
t he Diamond isl a nas, attended
the event, held on Saturday, Apri I
n, at the Ocean Gateway term ma I
on Thames Street.
Bill Needelman,a senior planner
with the depa r tment and lead
staff member for the event, said
it was the first time it's been done
specifically for the Maine St ate
Pier. "Hopefully when we look at
the results there will be common
themes and consensus points
we can report back to the City
Council."
He said t he information wil l
help the council with its decision
making. "The specific quest ions
we look at are: What uses?
Where on the pier? What are the
importa nt view corridors? What
are the important points of public
access?
"It's not going to provide a
specific design for a redeveloped
pier," Needefman added, "but it
w i11 do a good job of identifying
those t hings with whicli we
agree."
10 years , the

Volunteers and staff of the City Manager and City Planning offices mingle
with over 100 business people, artists, trade workers, and other interested
citizens to brainstorm ideas fot future development of Portland's eastern
waterfront district.
staffphoto

additional traffic prob lems in
the vicinity of the ferry termina l.
"We're try ing to limit excess
traffic down m th is area," she
sa id1 "because they're going to
get oalled up." City staff also
circulated among tne g roups to
answer questions a nd see what
ideas were developing.
Citizens were given a tight
schedule so they could focus equal
time on each of five areas that
had been pre pa red for discussion
by the department: Com pass
Park the 1,ooQ-foot berth and
warehouse, the souther n end of
the pier, the nort hern
end of the pier and t he
a djacent main l and
"So mu ch of the re.At of the pr operty, cal led the
waterfront i.& aeveloped, I jtut feel uplands.
thatA one of the laAt place.& the public
Po rt land resident
can 90 ana.&ee the ocean, and.&ee the Wendy Cherub ini said,
.&un.&et, and .&ee the .&un rue." - event "I'm lioping t hat we' 11
come u p w it h some
promoter Kri.A Clark
kind of a community
consensus [that] ca n
g uide deve lopment for
People worked in groups of 10 or
less with at least one facilitator - the next 20 years."
However, landscape arch itect,
either a member of the city sta ff,
planning division or legal office1 Ton_y Muench, said it's been a
problem getting consensus on
or a volunteer from the Portlana the
waterfront due to zon ing
Society of Architects· at each of conflicts.
"And it's not Portland_i
the 11 tables to write down ideas1
it's
everxwhere
in the country,
answer technical questions ana
he
said.
"You
go
to any big city
make sure t he group stayed
on task throughout tlie 4-hour that has water front, tliere's
overlapping zones that don't
process.
' CBITD General Manager make any sense."
Jack Humeniuk, with Ports
Catherine Debo made the rounds America
and a repr esentative
urging participants not to create

HELP PRESERVE
WHAT'S SPECIAL
ABOUT PEAKS.
ff,,.. Island is• truly ,peaal pbce, . ;u, its rocky
shore,, its woodlands and its wttlands. Your membership
(only$15 mdi\'idual/S25 family) ond )'Ollr donations art

cn.1cbl in helpir,g us mainllin ot,tn spaces..
Join today. Help prese"~ what , .. IOVt about Pens.

PEAKS ISLAND = ~::::,::~
LAND PRESER VE., ....,....,.,_

P. O. 80 1 99, PEUS IH AN D, ME 0 41'8
AIO)fl,.,;'I\ W~ ())•-.: ~

'tborofc:nadot> .... M ,..w..cd,,o.

per spective, fe lt sim ilar ly. "!
mean, the hotels that are on th e
land in Portland are not full nine
months of the year so why are we
talking aboufliuildingthese huge
hotels Ion the piers]?"
"This is not Santa F'e. This is not
Palm Syrings. This is Portland
Maine she added.
But ~or some people, Sa nta Fe
and Palm Springs, with t heir
m ill ions of a nnual visitors
attracted by exclus ive art
districts, quaint shops and arenasized national events1appeared to
be exactly what they nad in mind
for Portland.
One th ing was certain: people
thought somethi ng had to happen.
"I don't th ink doing nothing is
an option," said Humeniuk. "You
know, even leaving it as it is isn't
leaving it as it is. Everythin~will
continue to change around it.
Anderson askea "How long do
you sit a nd wait tor sometliing
to happen? You've got to en,,gage
these parties to move a head.
In an interesti ng development,

of the Longshoreman's Union,
said mani issues had to be
resolved. You have security
needs. You have to have
certain types of. access
to term i na ls from
"Jt'.l, probably the m o.&t .&p ectacular
commercial vehicles. You p iece of real e.&tate on t he who le
have to have safety for nor thea.&t coa.&t. There'.!, .&o m any
pedestria ns. You have to opportunitie.& that t hey've m i,ued
have parking."
Parking, in fact, was a here, it'.4 very troubling."-commercial
big issue for many people developer Tony Ander.Aon
wfio, like commercial
real estate developer
Tony Anderson, were
six of the 11 g roups proposed
troubled by the a bsence of traffic that the amount of public dock
pla ns in t he previous proposals by space be increased to varyi ng
Olympia a nd Ocean Properties (he degrees by demolishing roughly
conceded that Ocean Properties half of the warehouse l>uilding
at least put a parking lot in its and underlying structure at the
hotel design). "It was tota lly southern end of the pier.
unimaginable, q uite frankly, to
Th ough the crowd was slightly
many of us."
larger than expected, only al>out
Most of t he groups seemed to 25 percent were wome n and no
prefer ideas t hat would make the other minority was represented.
waterfront more accessible to the "We know that it is not a perfect
community, enhance the view of representation of the entire
the bay and promote a mixture of community," said Needelman
uses on the waterfront. "I th ink "Tt's represemat ive of this day and
once you s tart building the hotels these people who cared enou_gh to
and offices you're reaTiy limiting show up a nd provide the ir opmion
your options," said Kns Clark, a to the City Council."
promoter who has organized at
The plans generated at the
least 12 large events on the Maine workshop were later studied by
State Pier since 1980s. "And, plan ning department personnel
you're limiting the public access." and presented to the City Council
Annie Tselfkis, who said she on April 29.
ca me at the
workshop from
a wor k ing
waterfront
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Current Financial Tides
MORTGAGE RATES
BY ALISON SCHNELLER 8c C INDY M CDOUGALL

Did you know the prime rate is at
a SO-year low of 3.25 percent, with
mo rtgage rates hovering around
5 percent? If you've been th inking
of buying a home, now may be the
right time. If you already own a
home, now may be the time to chink
of rcf1.11ancing.
A lower rate may sound tempting,
but there are several elements to
t hin k about before )'OU decide
that refinancing is the thing to do.

Other questions to consider are:
How will you pay the refinancing
costs? Tf those costs can be roUed
inco the mortgage, how will that
effect your month ly payments?
When refinancing your mortgage
you will incur costs which typically
include appra isal fees, title search
and insurance costs, as well as
processing and recording fees.
Your lender will provide you with
a good faith estimate, which gives

Where do y ou w ant to be in
JOyears? 15 years? 20years?
you a good idea of what ro expect.
In many cases, these costs can
be financed into the new loan as
well, but keep in mind that t his
will increase the amount of money
borrowed and raise your monthly
payments.
If you already have a low interest
mortgage and wou ld li ke an
additional loan co make some
home improvements, buy a car, pay
tuition, etc., then you may be able
to use the equity in your home to
do the job, either through a home
equity loan, or a home equity line of
credit.
Home equity loans are a fixed
amount, term loan while a home
equity line of credit is a revolving
credit account. In either case, most
banks will lend up to 80 p ercent
of the ,·alue of the home, minus
the remaining balance on the first
mortgage.
For example, the maximum loan
*All rates quoted are examples only.
value of 80 percent on a house
Figures are rounded co i:hc ocarcst dollar.

Some questions to ask yourself are:
How long do you plan to stay in the
house? Is your plan to sell it quickly
or will you stay put for many years?
Let's take a look at a $200,000
loan at 5 percent annual interest
(5.097% annual percencage
rate)"'. With a 30-)'ear cerm t he
mont hl y payment would b e
about $1,074. The same loan ac
a JS-yea r term (5.123%APR)
would be $1,582. Though it has
a h igher monthly payment, the
IS-yea r loan would save you
$101,836 over the Life of the note.
If your goal is t.o stay in your
house for seven or more years, the
15-year note ma)' be a great choice.
If you plan to sell the house in a few
years, the 30-year loan may be your
best option, or you may also want to
check out adjustable rate options.
They often start out with a lower
rate than fixed mortgages.

appraised at $300,000 is S240,000.
But with a balance of Sl 50,000
remaining on the first mortgage,
let's say, then t he property would
have an effective equity value of
S90,000 (S240,000 - $150,000
= $90,0 00). The owner would
be el igible to borrow up to that
amount, subject to income and
credit approval.
The home equity loan is a fixed
rate term note with interest rates
that are typica lly slightlr higher
than first mortgage rates (some
lenders may absorb t he closing
costs and the cost o f the appraisal).
The monthly payment will remain
the same throughout the term, so a
10-year home equity loan of$90,000
at 7 percent would cost $1,045 per
month forrhe life of the loan.
On the o t her hand, a home
equity line of credit (HELOC) is a
revolving line of credit. The interest
rate is variable, usually based on the
prime rate with an added margin.
During the "draw"period when you
can borrow against the li.oe of credit
- typically the fi rst 5 or 10 years of
t bc loan - the required monthly
payment is only the interest on the
outstanding balance.
After t he draw period the loan
enters into a "repayment" period,
which can be up co another 15 years
as a principal and interest parment
period. During the repayment
period the cred it Iine can not be
advanced.
'[f you borrowed against all of
a S90,000 1-IE LOC at a rate o f
4 percent annuallr - which would
be the current prime rate plus
¾ percent - then your minimum
monthly payment would be S300.
If you used only $45,000 of the
HELOC, t hen you'd only have
to pay $150 each month. Keep in
mind that by making the minimum

payment )'OU are merely paying the
interest. Your principal balance will
remain the same.
Some HELOCs let you convert
t he ent ire outstanding balance,
o r a portion of it, into a fixed rate
term note. This added feature is
especially useful when interest rates
start going up. Your lender can lee
you know if your HELOC has that
feature.
When choosing a fi n ancial
institution to assist you, make sure
you're asking the right questions .
Where do you want to be financially
in 10 years? 15 years? 20 years?
Gee the right product for your needs
and goals; choosing the wrong one
can be costly. When you're putting
your home oo the line, it's important
to work with a crusted professional.

Alison Schneller iJ Vice President &
Market J\1anagerfor the South Portland
and Peaks lsTan'd Branches of Maine
Bank &Trust - Equal Housing Lender.
She has 26 y_ears experience infi.nance,
including banking and residential
lending.
Co-author Cindy McDougall is Vice
President & 1\1ortgage Off.teerfor Maine
Bank & Trust. They can be wntacted at
www.mainebank.com.

Are you leaving money on the table:
BY NICOLE EVANS

Renters and homeowners, June 1 is the
deadline to complete the State of Maine
Property Tax and Rent Rebate "Circuit
Breaker" application. Complete an application
if your 2007 property taxes were more than
4 percent of your 2007 household income; or
your 2007 rent was more than 20 percent of
your 2007 household income.
Maximum income limits for owners and
renters is S80,000, based on adj usted gross
income. Seniors do not need to meet these
requirements if their total annual income
was $16,800 or less. Applications are at
Portland City Hall, or can be filed online at:
http://www.maine.gov/revenue/taxrelief/
homep age.html.
The C ity of Portland has two programs
that may be of interest to islanders looking
to purchase their fust home, and to current
homeowners looking for home rehab
assistance.
"Homeport" is available to income eligible

first-time homebuyers. The program is
designed to provide financing to fill the gap
between the amount the household can afford
to borrow from the bank and the purchase
price of the property.
The owner-occupied "Rehab Program"
assists income-eligible residents to finance
home improvements. Repairs are eligible if
they address health and safety issues, abate lead
paint hazards, provide energy conservation, or
fall under the category of non-luxury building
improvements.
Income guidelines for both programs,
administered by the City of Portland, depend
on the number of occupants in the home: a
family of four must earn less than S57,900
in adjusted gross income; three persons, less
than S52,100; a couple, under $46,300; and
individuals, less than S40,550. For more
information, call Mary Davis at 874-8698 or
visit the website: http://www.portlandmaine.
gov/planning/housingprog.asp.

Nicole Ewns is a Project Director with
CA$H Grtattr Portland, a p_artnenhip
of community leaders an'd indmtry
experts managed by United Way that
enables families and individuals in
Cumberland County to achievefinancial
stability. She can be contacted at nevans@
umletfwaygp.org
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COMMUNITYNOTES
Doug MacVane Center Maine OperaAtelier ACORN PRODUCTIONS'
RICHARD II AT THE INN
Dedication Ceremony
Do you (or your students) have
Saturday, May 2 at 2 pm;
Join friends and family_ to
dedicate Dol!,glas E. MacVane
Community Center. Call Lynne
@ 2984 for more info.

PEAKS ISL AN D
ENVIRONMENTAL
ACTION TEAM
The regular PEAT meeting

will be on May 4 at 6:30 p.m.
25 Crescent Avenue. Everyone
is welcome. To learn more
about PEAT check out our new
website http::/lgreenerpeaks.org
May is the month to get out
and use your cloth esline and to
take photos of it as well. Send
them in for our show during
Peaks Fest, save some gas or
electricity, and become a n
interpretive artist all at the same
time: a winning combination!
Deliver your pix of clotheslines
and clothes lianger uppers to
25 Crescent Avenue or email
to vinnie100@earthlink.net.
Deadline for entries is June 6.

auditions coming up? Preparing a
concert or a pa rt in a show? Craft
your delivery, movement and acting
skills with a live audience of peers.
Maine Opera Atelier is holding
four Tuesday sessions with Julie
Goell, Artistic Director on April
21, May 12, 19, and 26 from 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m. at Maine Opera Atelier's
Studio 604, 21 Chcsmut St (corner
of Cumberland), Portland. Intercom
#614.
Includes 1-hour of act ing
techniques, stage movement and
vocal warm up followed by 2-hou r
labs on works-in-progress. Individual
coaching by facilitator and veteran
director, Ju lie Goel!. S15 fee,
$55 if paid in advance. Please confirm
by pnonc (807-6666) or emai l
juliegoell@gmail.rom.
Accompanist provided, please
bring music or your instrument.
We include a variety of vocal styles:
Opera, Jazz, Fee Style Improv,
Country, Musical Theater, whatever
yoUI bent. Solo instrumentalists are
welcome to participate.
Maine Opera Atelier is a training
studio as well as a performing
company, providing a variety of
musical programs.

ON PEAKS ISLAND

The Acorn Shakespeare
Ensemble, producers of the
Naked Shakespeare series, will
mount Shakespeare's Richard II
for one night onlr. at the Inn on
Peaks Island, Friday, Mar. 22 at
7:30 p.m. J.eaturing Paul Haley
in the title role. S& suggestea
donation. Seats can be reserved
by calling 854-0065 or visiting
www . acorn-productions.
org. Made possible in part Qr
a g rant from the Margaret E.
Burnham Charitable Trust.
The Westbrook-based company,
directed by Peaks Island resident
Michael Levine, performs
regularly at the W ine Bar on
Wharf Street and at SPACE
Gallery.

Peaks Island Author
Book Signing Benefit
Anne Sibley O'Brien and
Perry O'Brien will be at A rabica
Coffeehouse in PORTLAND
on Friday May 1, from 5 p.m. to 8

p.m., and the PEAKS ISLAND
COMMUNITY CENTER
Saturday, May 2, from 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. to oelebrate the publication
of their new book, AFTER
GANDHI: 100 YEARS OF NONV 10 LENT RESISTANCE,
acclaimed as a new tool for inspiring
activists of all ages with the rustory,
phi losophy, and strategies of
nonviolent resistance.
Friday's event, parr of the First
Friday Art Walk, is a fundraiser
sponsored by Arabica, Curious City
and Longfellow Books to benefit the
A2U2 S"'ocial Action Comm itree,
http://www.a2u2.org/social-actionprograms-mainc.aspx. On Saturday,
the event hosted by the Peaks Island
Branch Library will include tea &
cookies, and Longfellow Books will
provide copies of the book for sale. A
portion of the proceeds will go toward
purchasing a collection of books on
nonviolence, peace and justioe for the
Peaks library.
Anne Sibley O'Brien is a Peaks
Island resident and ch ildren's book
author/illustrator as well as a lifelong
activist. Her son, Perry, became a
conscientious objector after serving
as an Airborne medic in Afghanistan
and is now a labor org,inizer in New
York City. For details about the book
please visit: http://www.aftergandhi.
com/

Corrections
As some ofyou may have noticed,
there were some strange stories
in our last issue, but we're happy
to report that there were only two
actual mistakes.
Apparently, some people were
fooled by the Mud Season News
reports and the story on a new
affordable housing group. To set
the record stra ight, those stories
were complete fabrications, as
was the piece about a theme park
on Diamond Cove. Happy April
Fool's.
Unfortunately, t he following
mistakes were not April Fool's
jokes, though we'd love to say they
were.
Thanks to su bscriber Bill
H oadley of Matinicus who caught
the front page error in the story
o n the PEAT wind tests, where
we erroneously stated that the
footprint of a test tower is about
59,000 square feet, or roughly half

an acre.
He correctly pointed out that an
acre is 43,560 square feet, and that
therefore something was terribly
wrong somewhere. As it turns out,
the required area is neither 59,000
square feet nor half an acre.
According to Mick Womersley
of Unity College, who will be
installing a 34 meter test tower on
the island if it is approved, the area
needed is only about 4,750 square
feet, or roughly the size of three
double-wide mobile homes.
And for those ofyou who thought
your a n swers to last month 's
puzzle were wrong, you're wrong.
See, you may have been right,
but you thought you were wrong,
which is just wrong cause its all so
confusing.
In other words, we printed the
wrong answers, and here's th e
cor rect solution to last month's
puzzle (right).
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ATTHEGEM
The GEM Gallery is a cooperat ive
of 26 artists living and working on
Peaks Island in tfie varied med,a of
painting, drawing, sculpture, po~ery,
Jewelry\ photo_Kraphy, pnntm_akrng1
asscmb1a~ fiber arts, music ana
writing. -rl-.e gallery mission is
to "share and sell fine art and
contemporary crafts and to reach out
and create an inviting, professional,
friendly space that snares, educatesil
and celebrates art." Solo and sma
group exhibitions chan~ weekly
from June through Uctober.
Larger theme shows are held in the
off-season with a holiday sale each
year. Please call the p;allery at 207766-5600 for more information.

AT THE DODWELL
"How Green thou Art" - a

collection of nearlr. 40 scenes by
Green artist Maggie Carle, who does
not use paint to make colorful images
and objets d'art assembled from glass,
trash, things found around the island,
and her own pa.per, which she makes
from recr,cled material; April 1
through May 31. Oi>ening reception
Sunday, May 3 from '2 P.,m. to 4_p.m.
Carre was certifiea as a Green
Artist in 2008 by Trade Only
Design Library (todl.com). For
more information about her and
to see her ,yorkl visit her website,
'W'Ww.mau,.ecar, e.com.
The Doawell Gallerr is located
on Gorham Avenue, Long Island,
between the Community Library
and the elementa~y school ln the
past 6_years the gallery has'teaturcd
over 100 Maine artists and exhibitors
most from the Casco Bay islands, ana
hosts the annual Long Island Art &
Soul Exhibit as well as sr.ecial shows
during the Wharf Festival. Open
everycfay, during lib'¥}' hours, http:!/
Library./011g-is1a11d.lib.mt.us. Phone
2530.

AT THE FI FTH
MAINE
Civil War Kids CamP, at the Fifth

Maine - July 16 from 8:30am to 2:30
pm for ages 8-12. The Fifth Maine
wovides a rare glimpse into the past
auring this one-day history camP..
We'll clip candles, cliurn butter, cook
campfire biscuits and write letters
with our own homemade ink, singing
our way through the Top 40 orthe
1860's as we wo1k
Cost: $50 per child (non-member
families); SllO per child (member
families)~ 10% discount for multiple
children rrom same family.
For more information or to rezister
call Patricia Erikson ac 766-559r

The Museum is open by
ap_poi ntment only. For more
information call 766-3330.

AT THE EIGHTH MAINE
Closed until late May. For
information cal l 766-5086.

PeaksFest
June 19, 20 &21.
PeaksFest planning meetings
Thursday cvenin~ at 6:30 r,m at Tfie
Pub. as follows: J\pril 30, May 7 &
21,June 4 & 11. As you'll note, we are
doingalloftheorgaruzingina VERY
condensed meet ing scheaule to make
it as efficient as ~ssiblc. We may also
m~ec Monday_ night, June 15, just
pnor to the fest,var.

ISLAND TIMES
WOMEN IN HARMONY
CHORAL CONCERT
Sat urday, _May 16 at 7:00 p.m. and
Sunday, ·May 17 at 3:00 e,.m. Women
in Harmony presents 'Seasons of
Love," a concert of choral music
under the direction of Catherine
Beller-McKenna with piano
accompaniment by Deana Ingraham
Gurney. The concert tide refers
SP.,ecifically to two works: "Seasons
ol Love" from the musical RENT,
and two selections from modern
composer 1 Eleanor Dale's O,f>US,
also ca lleo "Seasons of Love. At
\Voodfords Congr~tional Church,
202 Wood fora Street, Portland.
lnte!Preted for the deaf.
Tickets $12 in advance, $15 at the
door, $10 sen iors and students with
ID; children under 12 free~availableat
Nonesuch Books Porte4, LOngfellow
Books, Starbird Music, or from any
chorus member. More information 1s
available at the Women in Harmony
web site, www.wihmaine.org or byemailing wihmaine@gwi.net.
Women in Harmony is a chorus of

Island Dance
Sharoan DuPont, ins tructor.
Classes to run through mid-June,
held at Betsy Stout's studio on Island
Avenue near Trefethen.
For better directions or more info
email: sharoana@gmail.com
Beginning Ballet (Adu lts and
Teens) Tuesdays 5:15-6:30 drop in
$12 per class
Srretch and Strengthen (Adults and
Teens) Thursdays 5:15-6:30 drop in
$12 per class.
Creative Movement (ages 3-5)
Thursdays 12:45-1:30 drop in SlO.
per class
Pre Ballet/ C reat ive Movement
(ages 6-9) Thursdays 3-4:15 drop in
$13 per class
Ballet (ages 10-13) Fridays 4-5:30
drop in $ 12 per class
Boys Class (ages 6-10) Tuesdays
3-4:00 drop in $12 per class

ABOVE: Mettalics: New Work by Rick Boyd & Pamela Williamson at their
EpJ>S Street gallery, Peaks Island. For more informationylease contact the
gallery: 7663050 or 712.1097; Email: Wil1iamson955@aol.com. Gallery
open by chance or appointment.
in,age by Pamela Williamson
women's voices dedicated to the power
of music to further soc ial justice, HOMESTART
and endorses the Maine Freedom
Community Meeting Saturday,
To Marry Coalition, a broad-based May 2 - 9 am to 11 am in the Doug
coalition of organizauons, businesses1
aiid _pc,oplc who wa_nt to eno MacVanc Community Room. We
d1scrunmat1on 1n marriage agamst look forward to your joining us.
same-sex couples.
To apply for an affordable rental or
ownership opportunity, please call our
Casco Bay Island Fellow, Mary Terry,
for an application at 221-2507, or write
to her at marykterry@gmail.com.
Applications
were developed with
Renaissance Voices, the 21-voice
criteria
used
by
the State of Maine
a capella ensemble directed by
and
sister
islander
organizations.
internationally-known organist
Process
involves
confidential
review
and distinguished composer,
by
an
independent
committee
and
Harold Stover, will present its
placement
on
a
waiting
list.
You
will
spring concert, Saturday, May 9,
be
notified
when
the
first
appropriate
at 8 p.m., at Immanuel Baptist
Church in Portland. The program home becomes available.
will feature w orks by Monteverdi,
Orlando di Lasso, Fe l ix
Mendelssohn1 Maurice Ravel, and
New Englanaer Amy Beach. The
ensembfe has been performing
Our next dinne~
throughout Maine since 1994 ana "BREAKFAS
i
has SUI!g live on Maine Public FOR SUPPER" will
Radio. Kecept ion to follow.
be Tuesda)'. May 12
Admission is $15 at the door. at the Peaks island
Advance discount tickets $12 at Baptist Church from
Starbird Music and Books, Etc. 5-7_p.m. adults $6
chi(dren $2.50.
in both Portland and Falmouth and'
Come and see what
(by cash or check). FREE with our "chefs" and
a valid student ID. For tickets or friends cook up.
fur ther information, call 207-729\/Ve hope you j oin
4958 or visit t heir website: www. us. T he funils raised
at the dinners go to
renaissancevoices.org.
our energy assistance

Renaissance Voices

PITA-EA's LOAF &
LADLEDINNER
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program. Our cooks generously
provide t he food. To volunteer please
call Cynthia at 766-0067
Peaks Island Tax Assistance wi II
assist homeowners and renters with
energy bills during the summer
monThs through our Audit and
\IVeatherproofmg Program. If this is
an area where you need help1 please
fill out an application locateo on the
bulletin board of the Peaks Island
Library.

ATTHE LIBRARY
The Maine Student Book Awards
list for 2009-2010 is out and the
library has put t his year's books on
the white bookcase in the youth area,
along with the annotated list, ready
for you to browse. Students in fourth
through eighth grades all over the
state read the nominated books and
vote for their favorite. The winner
is announced in the spring. The
winner from last year's list is Diary of
a Wimpy Kid by Jeff Kinney. Some
adults read t hese books as well, so
come in and check them out.
First Tuesdays Book D iscussion
Here is the library Book D iscussion
group schedule through June:
May 5 - "Age of lnnocence" by
Edith Wharton. The discussion of
Wharton's novel will be led by guest
moderator Heather Tiffany. On
Sarurday, May 9, the island Film
Committee will show The Age of
Innocence as the 8 pm movie. There
are still some copies of the book,
along with a stucfy guide, available
at the Library for those who plan to
attend the discussion.
June 2 - "The Story of Edgar
Sawtelle".
The Book Discussion is held on the
first Tuesday of the month at 7 pm
in the Doug MacVane Community
Room. It is sponsored by the Friends
of the Library and is open to al l.
Those interested are welcome at any
discussion by calling or emailing the
library.
Book Launch
Saturday, May 2, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m., the Peaks Island Branch Library
book launch party for After Gandhi,
One I lundred Years of Nonviolent
Resistance, by islanders Ann Sibley
O'Brien and Perry Edmond O'Brien.
Annie and Perry will speak about
their writing process and sign books,
which will be for sale. Join them in
the Community Room. 'rhere will be
light refreshments
N ursery Rhyme T ime for infants
and toddlers; Wednesdays and
Fridays at 11 am. PreSchool Story
Time; Fridays at 10:15 am.
The Peaks Island Branch Library
is located at 129 lsland Ave. Open
Tuesdays
to 8 pm, Wednesdays
10 am to pm, Fridays 10 am to
2 pm, and Saturdays 8 am to NOON.
Phone 5540.

2fm
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COMMUNJTYNOTCS,frompa9e,7

PORTLANDC O MMUNIT Y
RECREATION on FOODPANTRY
PEAKS ISLAND
71 Herman Ave,(Ch ildren's

•

FIRST MONDAY FUN for
PRESCHOOLERS: Every month
in the Community Room. Chi ldren
must be accompanied by an adult.
Pre-registration not required but
appreciated
ON-GOING RECREATIONAL
PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS:
Mondays and Thursdays, in the
community room.
I ndoor Walking/Stretching Group
{we stay ins.ide during the winter):
8:15-9:00am
Low Impact Aerobics with Weights
{weights are provided): 9:30-10:30 am
No program on holidays
Tuesday afternoons, in the
community room:
Ping Pong {just for fun, no lessons/
beginners should contact Denise):
2:00-4:00pm
Tuesday evenings, PI School Gym:
Adult Basketball, 6:30- 8:00 pm/$2
per night.
No program during school vacations,
holicfays, school snow days. FMI,
please contact Jen at 766-0967
For more info, contact Denise
Macaronas, Recreation Programmer,
at 2970 (please leave a message), or
e-ma il : dlm@portlandmaine.gov.
Additional activities and updates can
be found on island bulletin boards.

Works hop Building). Open to
the entire community Monday
thrn Friday 7:30 am to 6 pm, first
Saturday of every month 9amllam. Please call 766-2854 for
assistance or deliveries.

WATER TAXI
DAYTIME RATES

BRACKETT CHURCH
\1/eeklv Activities:

• Worship, Sunday 10 a.m., includes
childcare and Sunday School.
• Children's Choir - Most Tuesdays,
2:40-3:15_p. m., call Mavourneen for
details 899"-0108.
• Lent Study Group, Thursdays 6
p.m.
*Wednesday Thrift Boutique 3:00
- 5:00 p.m. at the church fellowship

Peaks Island
Little & Great Diamond
Long Is. & Diamond Cove
Cliff & Chebeague Is.

haJI.

(207) 879-2562
Frequent Rider Program
Pay for five rides
get your sixth free!

fu>ecial Events:
U_pen Mic an d Dessert Nite,

Friqay May 15, 7;30 p.m. Bring your
stones, your music, y<;>ur poetry/.. and
your apP,etttes and cruoy _a fun-rilled
evening] Contact Bill Hinderer for
more inlo 766-2636.
Church Supper, Thursday1 Mzy_28,
5-7 p.m. at Brackett Fellowsnip Hall.
All are invited to this free community
supper. Please join us and eajoy gooo
Island Rovers Camp Registration: fooo and good company.
Greel:r, Madrj_gal Si nge rs ,
Programs run from July 6 to Aug 21, conducted by Jan Thomas May 29,
for children who have completed 7P.,m,
ki nderga rten through age 11 years Brackett Memorial United
Weeklong sessions include: Island Methodist Church, 9 Church Street,
Peaks Island, Maine. Pastor: Rev.
All-Stars, Peaks Island Survivor, Desi
!.;arson; 207 766 5013; www.
Photography and Island History, brackettm11mt.org
Wild about Water, Island Cooking,
Animals-Tracks and Trails, and
Lights-Camera-Action! Info available
at: 'W'W'W.pealuchildrensworkshop.org,
or by calling 766-2854. Registration
ASSE International Student
has begun, and is on a first come basis.
Cinco de Mayo Burdto D inner Exchange is now accepting
& Live Auction: May 5; Di nner 6- applications from host families for
7:30pm, Auction begins at 6:45pm, the 2009/2010 academic year. By
to benefit the Peaks Island Children's hosting a foreign excha_nge student
Workshop. At the Brackett Church. from Europe, Asia, North and
Come celebrate with delicious burritos South Ame rica, Australia, New
and a fun live auction! Bid against Zealand and South Africa, you
your neighbors for an interesting provide a rewarding o pportunity
array of island items and support the to a special teenager. All st udents
are well screened; insured, speak
Workshop in the process! For more
E nglish and come with their own
information or to donate items for spending money.
the auction, call 766-2854; or email H ost fami lies provide room and
pU'W@gwi.net.
board and guidance for their new
Bottle D rive: from Memorial son or dau_ghter w hile experiencing
Day- Labor Day the Peaks Island t he joy orwatching a child grow
C hi ldren's Workshop will be academ ically ancl cultura lly.
collecting redeemable bottles. Please Each exchange student CX!lCCts
call Christina Foster at 221-3445 or to bear his or her share of the
Alice Kennedy at 766-0966 for bottle household responsibilities as well
pick-ups. There will also be a barrel as be included in normal family
for returnables in front the Workshop. activities. Couples, single parents
Yard Sale:Jen and Dave Nowers are and families without cliilaren are
ollecting items for the PeaksFest Yard encouraged to arply.
Sale to benefit Peaks Island Children's For ac@itiona information about
Workshop. Ifyou have items to donate hosting an ASSE exchange student
please call Dave, 766-0967, for pick call Joyce McKenney at (Z07) 7374666 or 1-800-677-2773. Also,
up.
August 15, Scandinavian Progressive please visit our website at www.asse.
Dinner. Save the date for a gourmet com for additional opportunities
progressive dinner to benefit the Peaks through ASSE.
Island Children's Workshop.

HO ST FA MILIES
NEEDED .

$40
$40
$50
$70

(9PM - 7AM ADD $25)

Sc ri pture Studr. Groups,
Wednesdgs 10 am and 7 pm.
•Taizc Prayer Service - Thursday
Evenings - 7 p.m. Join us for
contemplative, low-key worship with
can~lehght, silence, _prar.c;rs, gentle
mus1$i ancl ecumen1car reacl111gs.
• . rraycr Sh.aw l Ministry Thursd;iys, 1-3 p.m. at the Church
Office/Parsonage, 9 Church Street,
call Ann 766-2636 or Rebecca 7663017 for more information,

CHIL DR E N 'S
WORKSHOP

'

PRESUMPSCOT

'l'fLE YELLOWB(JA1by
AC1HOS8 l<'HO~f CASCO BAY I.AJ.\ll<]S

PRESUMPSCOTWATERTAXI.COM

FRIENDS OF TEIA
NEWS
Friends of T EIA is planning its
ninth summer "campershij)S" program
for the children of Peaks Island who
want to attend the club's sailing,
tennis and kid's camp activities.
Children who are year long residents
on the island may participate with a
campership in any program of their
choice. Parents please think about
these opportunities for your children
this '09 summer. Registration forms
are avai lable at rhe Peaks Island
School.
To volunteer or contribute
financially please contact Stephanie
Castle at sealights99@aol.com or
Barbara Hoppi n at bahoppin@aol.
com.

WEIGHT TRAINING
Mondays and T hursdays from

5 pm to 6 pm in the Community
Room. W e use simple ankle and
hand weights for strength training
a nd to encourage strong' bones.
Call Rhonda (2483) for m ore
information.

PEAKS CHECK-IN
LINE
The telephone check-in line at 7660067 is now in service, designed for
t hose who live alone, for those who
have recent!}' had medical issues or
surgery, and for those who are house-

bound for any reason. Every morning
between 7 am and 10 am, participants
call the answering machine to leave
their name and let us know all is well.
If we do not hear from them by 10
am then we call to ensure they are
all right. For those who cannot call
us, we will be happy to call you. If
you would like to join, or if you have
questions about the program please
call Howard and Cynthia Pedlikin
at 766-0067. The cold windy weather
is here and some of us do not get our
every day. The line is a way to keep in
touch and let us know you are okay.

Parking Lot Clean Up
On Saturday, May 16th, we're
going to tackle the rose bushes
and multitudinous weeds that
arc flourish ing on t he replanted
banks in the parking lot down
front. As you've probably noticed,
many of the bushes suffered from
the snow load but this g ives us an
opportunity to d o some h eavy
pruning which should be beneficial
to the roses.
If you're willing to help please
wear heavy g loves, a long sleeve
shirt and jeans. We will also need
heavy rakes, loppers, and shovels.
Many hands will make quick work
and the more the merrier. Cliches
aside, please consider joining us for
a couple of hours.
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ISLAND
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
The
Eighth
Maine

2008 Island Phone Directory
Covering 7 Cuco Bay Islands
Available onllne at
1vvrw.phonebookpubllshlng.com,
and The Boathouse/Long Island,
HannJgan's Island Market and
OEM Gallery/Peaks. FMI or
wholesale opportunities
call 766-8997.
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New Construction

John Kiely
Carpenter
591 Island Avenue Peaks Island, ME 04108
(207) 766-2026
Jkiely1@maine.rr.com

CENERAL CARPENTin'

A living museum

and lodge.
Room and ball
rentals &

•

WH~E

DOG

-;.:!!:;j;o..._C A M P ~

tours

766-3030

For m °'e info:

Adam Weidemann

www.wholed o g comp.c o m
YOGA ON PEAKS

I

't

l. A '

r,1

1,

REBECCA JOHANNA STEPHANS

t..,T\lt

<AU IOR (URRENT

SCHEDULE OF (lASSCS

766 . 3017
ALSO OffERING:
PRIVATE YOGA USSONS
PAR,N(R YOGA
H[ALING TOUCH
SOURCE YOUR CONTENTMENT FROM WITHIN

flf/lt Main~ Regimt111 Mus eum
4S S C4SIIO~ A J't nuc

•. .. . .. ... . ...... .. . .. . .. . . . ...... .. . .. .

P.O. nox41
Peaks l sfa11d, Maine 04108

Langella Construction
and Painting Company
Carpantry •

Interior/Exterior Painting

Michael .__.._,
Langella~
382 Pleasant Ave.
Peaks Island, Maine
(207) 766-3067 (home)

(207) 632-8229 (cell)

www.pondcovepaint.com

Take a Peak
Free Delivery
to the Boat

A Muse-um of Chit War & Peaks Island Hlst0r)
Open \1emorial Oay thru Columbus Oay

djrtctor@lifthmai11cmus~um.org
207-766-3330

IAANUtl'NI' b
l'\AHl f POUJm,IC

CarpentrylLC

207-766-2390

ASlf}.1C)R.E REALTY

OOOM/ W!NOOW.$

ltEMODEI./AEl'AIR

Weidemann

Operont conditioning .
positive reinforcement

13 Eighth Maine Ave., Peaks lsl>nd, ME 04108 off PortlAnd
(207)766-5086 • www.eigbthmtline.com
eigllthmaincbost@au.net

, 1HISH. CAAf'EHTl:tY

ICITatalSIM"I-'-$

INT8U0R / EXT'ERIOR

Board and Training

Come for a awesome stay or cour

.

Renovation

305 Commettlol Ptld, •...•.........8 74 -0 937
lo{IFrM......
l-688-S.41.3 815
£moll . ,
.... po.Jco e.,et?.ero,(Offl

www.fih bmai.nemuseum.org:

CARPEN TER
FOR HIRE
"8Y,,.....,,,.. llw l , .t~

Mt\cey Orme
7 66 -5909

=
NAILS

&

PEG ASTARITA

www.pegspotsetc.com

House Painting
Interior & Exterior

SALON

NAILS. H AN\. WAXING

GI.FT CERTIRCATESAVAl~

I=

FREE EASY PARKING

P.O. Box63

The months of S.ptembet' & O etoW...
• Tueiday. $28 Matlkure & ~cure
• Paf'ty of lour' &-pecia.l 20% otl

OPEN Mon-Sile 9 a.m·7p.m

EAN KAMP

Peaks Island, Maine 04108
207.773.7999

190 Cons,-es-s St

207-766-5997 astarua@ma1ne.rr.com
SI Woods Road. Peaks Island ME 04108

Cell: 653-7042

(Nut U> Nu Ard llf>ormoey ot the bottom o f MunJoy H,N)

REBECCA JOHANNA STEPHANS
l'OGA TLALH{l • MAlN{ HOTMY

COU PUS YOGA
( REAl'IVE WEOOINGj
(0MM l'rMtffl'CCREM ONIES

107.776.5'47
LI VING lOVI

.• - & ~ ~--

A"ar~~4"~_C,;:r.
EXPLORE SEA KAYAKING
Peaks 1,lan4, UKO ~ and &cyon4!
~ak.Salcs, lnsmiction & lrip, forall abil ities
7£6-7313 www.maindslanctkayak.com

Peaks Island Baptist Church
EXODUS 12:17
Sunday School: JO AM Worship: 11 AM
Wednesday Prayer Meeting: 7 PM
766-3037
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The secret lobster count on Peaks Island
5TORY&PHOTOSBYKEVINATTRA

l

"We're supposed to get here an
hour before fow tide," said Lynne
Richardhstanding in hip-waders
at the s oreline one night last
October to hunt for baby fobsters.
"They just dash so you can't catch
them if there's too much water,"
she said.
She and her husband Steve,
are volunteers for the Lobster
Conservancy, a regional non-P.rofit
organization located in Friendship
that keeps records of each new
generation of lobsters th rough
a program called the Juvenile
Lobster Monitoring Project.
The conservancy has trained
more than 100 vo1unteers from
over 25 areas to scientifical ly
collect population data on young
lobsters, some only the length oT
a fingernail, living in inter-tidal
nurseries along the Maine, New
Hampshire and Massachusetts
coastline.
Between April and November,
the sites are examined once a
month during extreme low tide to
take a count of the juveniles, and
record other data as welJ, including
weather conditions, air, water
and soil temperatures and water
salinity.
According to information on
the conservancv's website, "the
accessibility of these sites makes
them extremely valuable as
indicators oflobstcr fishery health
- the baby lobsters counted today
will be keepers when caught in
lobster mens traps six or seven
years from now."
The information helps the lobster
industry target maximum yields,
and plan for each year's ha rvest
knowing what size population to
expect.
Since it's impossible to count
every lobster in existence,
a representative slice of the
environment is examined and then
the numbers are extrapolated to
re.J?.resent the whole coast.
There was a full moon on this
October night, which made the
walk to the waterline a long and

'

se~rate!Y. measured from the eye
to the back of the shell. One end of
die caliper is actually placed inside
the eye socket1 but Lynne doesn't
thinlc it hurts tnem.
A 14 mm carapace (about 1/ 2
inch) is considered tiny. "Generally
we find that the total length is
about three times the carapace
length," she adds, "but on these
littfe ones it isn't as predictable."
The Lobster Conservancy was
founded by Diane Cowen, author
of the Secret Life of Lobsters, who
made the first lobster count in her
hometown of Harpswell in 1995,
and still continues today.
"She'll get as many as 27 lobsters
in a quaarant," said Lynne, "so
she needs a lot of cups." She said
Diane will flip over every rock in
a quadrant, collect all the lobsters
ancl do a mass measurement, but
Lynne {left) and Steve Richard carefully peel back rocks and surcb for juvenile the Richards don't get that kind of
lobster a.long a 20 meter traosect line st.rung across the water line at Jow, low tide.
volume.
treacherous one. The usual patch are rarely able to
of slippery rocks near the water's fi nish tne enti re
edge was at that point a vast field transect before it
of slime thanks to an extremely gets too dark to see.
low tide one foot below normal.
"Here's one!" Steve
"The hard part is you can't yelled.
sample where there is a lot of "Oh, I see it. A
water," said Lynne. I'm notalJowcd little ba_b_y," said
to say where they are because she Lynne. "Here., you
said people may come there to want this cup?
find fobsters, and thereby mess up
They werel ooking
the nursery and the count. The for the juveniles,
Richards always come to the same a n d al th o ugh
beach and start the count in exactly they've been doing
the same spot, under one particular this for seven years,
rock.
it was the ftrst time
They lay out a 20 meter line, they'd thought to
called a transect, and pull up ever;y bring a smalf paper One of the baby lobsters Lynne and Steve enjoy
rock ("WelJ, the ones we can lift , cu))_ to hold them 111. finding sits on tlie record of its own existence, along
said Lynne) within a square meter
"Dh this is great," with tools ofthe trade.
of eitlier side, an area known as a said Lynne, who
They did find four on t his
quadrant. There are 20 quadrants used it to store the animals until
night,
apP.arently living like a
in a 20 meter transect.
they get charred, and also to scoop
family
uncler one rock - a large
For ever_y lobster they find, an them out of hard-to-reach places.
male
and
fema le, and a couple of
array of data must be recorded, "Last time we lost four of the
babies,
one
just 1 ¼ inches with a
including length and sex, whether little bab_y ones. We couldn't catch
carapace
under
10mm. "We'll go
the shelJ 1s hard or soft, how many them." After a quick inspection,
for
a
month
without
finding one of
claws it has, which side the crusher Lynne took measurements while
these(
so
to
find
so
many
like this
claw is on, what parts are missing Steve wrote down the information
is
rea
ly
lucky."
(they are often missing claws and Ol!J)re~designed talJy sheets.
F o r more information
legs), and any other distinguishing The total lengtli is measured
about
the lobster count visit
cnaracteristics. It is a time from the tiP. of tii.c longest claw to
t
he
Lobster
Conse rvancy at
consuming process - the Richards the end of the tail. The size of the
www.lob
.
.1ter..&.or9.
carapace (essentially the torso) is

..

-

Next Issue

r

Looking for my Parachute
Jo Israelson was a happilyself-employed artist for 20 years, but

whenthehousingmarketplunged,ittookherbusinessandall
her clients with it.

"Smile for the camera!" said Lynne. "See the little yellow tips! This is what we
call the 'Surerman phase~" because it bas its arms stretched out like a flyinJi
superhero. Already, it will have shed its shell seven or eight times - they molt
six times as plankton and then molt some more after tliey settle. "Tliis is a
recent settler," she explained, "so it's molted maybe a couple of times since.'' At
this stage, she said, you can't tell males &om females.

•

She spent the first few weeks hiding under the covers, but then
embarked on a whole new career:findingajob.This three-part series
explores the process offinding work in ajobless market.
Starts inJune.

